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RECEPTIONS FOR
DELEGATE ANDREWS
He Has the Glad Hand Out for Every
One of His Constituents Desir-

PECTS ftRE BRIGHT

ing to Call.
Delegate to Congress W. H. Andrews
is the guest of Governor Curry at the
executive mansion. He has been given
possession of the Governor's "Den"
and Is ready to talk with any constituent or other visitor the welfare of New
Mexico, of Santa pe or any other topic.
veterans, the
Tonight, the old
members of the Grand Army of the Republic, will pay their respects't the
delegate whois known every where
as the Old Soldiers' friend.
"
Tomorrow evening, from 7:30 p. m.i
until every one who cares has called,
a public reception will be tendered the
delegate at the executive mansion and
every one, including the ladies and
the children are Invited to call and
shake hands with New Mexico's representative In Congress.

Delegate Andrews
Brings Assurances
From President
GIVEN

AMHECEPIl

New Mexico's Representative
,4i

the Guest of the Chief
Executive.
"'Will it pass?"

"It surely will."
That was the query fired at and the
answer of Delegate to Congress W. H.
Andrews as he greeted the large
of citizens that met him at the
depot and went with him to the executive mansion to have a
talk with New Mexico's representative to Congress.
There were in the party: Governor
Curry, Territorial Secretary Jaffa,
to Congress Catron, Internal
Collector
Revenue
Bardshar, who had
gone to Lamy to meet the Delegate;
Mayor Jose D. Sena, Postmaster Shea-ToCensus Supervisor Walter, Capdele-gatio-
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Warden Wants
That as Well
as Hatchery
WATER

ASSOCIATION

EXTENSIVE

Teachers of Santa Fe County Organize First Formal Program to
Be

Carried

Out Tonight.

SCORES UNCLE JOE

io our E

JUDGE I. A. ABBOT
RETURNS HOME

Li

President Taft Assured Him That
Has at Heart trte Keeping of
the Party Pledges.

PEOPLE

He

The teachers ofJsanta Fe county
have formed aeounty association and
(Albuquerque Citizen.)
will convenefor the first time, tonight
Judge Ira A. Abbott, of the Second
IK.in the assembly hall of the High
District Court, returned to AlbuquerSchoolsA formal program has been
que today from a sojourn of several
Trans-Mississip- pi
provided which includes some very
weeks at his old home at Haverhill,
Mass.
goodmusic. Hon. T. B. Catron will
make an address as will SuperintendJudge Abbott brought wth him a
ent of Public Instruction, J. E. Clark.
promise from President Taft that that
Jacob
P.
J.
Connor.
Weltmer, Rep- Everybody who is at all interested in
tain
part Df the Republican platform proresentative R. L. Baca, District Clerk educational matters is invited to be
viding for statehood for New Mexico
T
would receive his support at the DeW. E. Martin, Game Warden Gable, present as there will be no admission
The following is the procharged.
cember session of Congress.
Probate Clerk Armijo, Leo Hersch, gram of the evening and the exer"I met President Taft by appointCounty Commissioner Ramon Gallegos cises will commence at seven thirty.
Over Resolution Com- Seized a Trunk Containing ment," said Judge Abbott this afterand others.
Piano
Duet "11 Travatore" by Fight
noon. "Beverly, where he is spenda Million in Fraudulent
Miss Edith Hickox and Miss Connell.
Statehood Bill.
mending Work of Fohis summer vacation, is only a
ing
Address to the teachers and visitThe party spent an hour before
Notes.
few
Bureau.
miles from Haverhill.
It is in
restry
noon in the large library at the exe- - ors by Hon. T,. B.. Catron.
the same county. I called in the afViolin solo by Miss Laura Wood.
cutive mansion and subjected Delegate
ternoon and found the President in
Denver, Colo., Aug. 20. Scoring
of questions
Louisville, Ky., Aug, 20. With the the administration room
Address by Professor J. E. Clark,
Andrews to a cross-fir- e
of the temwhich he answered fully, explaining Superintendent of Public Instruction. Uncle Joe Cannon to whom he allud-- ; arrest of John Roberts, his two broth- -' porary White House.
the statehood bill, its provisions
Song "New Mexico," by the Insti- ed as a political "czar, Judge J. B. ers, Marion Roberts, 'Nannie Harp
"I told him that we expected the
Belfcrd of Colorado, this morning
tute.
one
the
is
which
that
Capital
among
and Will Koenig the police believe: Republicans to keep the platform
the
listed
Congress
remain at Santa Fe until 1920, another
The above exercises will be folto the national body saying that the! they have captured all of a band of pledge with reference to statehood
making the Capital the headquarters lowed by a social and refreshments
.
counterfeiters whose operations were and ho said:
for the federal court, also for large will be served. The citizens of San- delegates to the commercial
" 'Yes,
into
was
headed
the
investigH
certainly,' After my visit
disclosed yesterday by the discovery!
grants to pay county and territorial ta Fe are especially invited to attend tion halls and were made to
with
the
'
the same afterPresident,
support
of a brass bound trunk containing a
debts and for. institutional and public and enjoy a pleasant evening.
noon, he gave a longer statement reaction on public questions planned by
school purposes and other provisions
a few leaders. "What's the use of million in fraudulent Mexican notes. garding statehood to the Boston
much more favorable to New Mexico
west of the Mississippi being It has been shown that the plana of press, in which he said he would" supmillions
THREE RIDERS
than were those of former bills.
here if we can only sit the band included the making of port such a bill.
WERE UNHORSED represented
Delegate Andrews dwelt on the attiand be injected with a few counterfeit railroad stock certificates j It was a week ago yesterday that
here
tude of President Taft and the party
spoonfuls of prepared rhetoric," he such as the Louisville and Nashville, Judge Abbott visited Beverly, and at
leaders toward statehood and affirmed Second Day of Trials for Broncho said.
Belford gained a point by the the issue of counterfeit money to pay that time President Taft was expectthat President Taft has set his heart
of a motion amending the for these certificates and the conduct ing to visit Albuquerque on his westBusting Championship Has Thrilladoption
on the admission of the territories as
to allow an hour's free discus- ing of an imaginary business with ern trip.
ing Incidents.
rules
the second great act of his adminisJudge Abbott says that the ambassion each day. It is probable that imitation collateral.
tration, the first having been a revissador of China was a caller at BevAug. 20. The sec- there will be a fight in the resolutions
Cheyenne,
Wyo.,
ion of the tariff. The delegate is quite ond
erly while he was there.
day of the trials for the broncho committee over the resolution introAND COFFEE
confident that the bill will pass the
"I enjoyed my visit tp my old home
of the world duced by W. G. Stone of Colorado, TEA
busting
championship
House before Christmas and will go saw three riders unhorsed.
much Indeed," the judge continCarl commending the work of the forestry
RUM
very
RIVAL
through the Senate early in the spring. Smith was fairly thrown by Rocking bureau.
ued, "and I met many of my old
However, President Taft insists that Chair who bids fair to rival Steam- friends. I met the President by apAlienist Says They Imperil Women
a constitutional convention be held
ever
horse
the
as
first
pointment but he received me very
topped
jboat
Like Stronq Drink Does
and a constitution adopted before a in the championship contest, dick MRS. SUTTON'S COUNSEL
informally and talked very earnestly
Men,
state election is held as he does not Stanley, the present champion, will
about New Mexico. He appeared to
STATEMENT
ISSUES
want the constitution tied up with poli- meet the winner of the preliminaries
be greatly interested in our country
New York, Aug. 20. Tea and coffee
tics and is very desirous that New on Saturday, and Steamboat has been
out
here and batted pleasantly
woNaval
of
the
were declared as great perils to
Findings
Mexico adopt a good fundamental law. reserved for him as he is the only Criticizes
about matters in the Territory. When
Will
Case
Dr.
Board
of
men
to
men a?' strong drink
Inquiry
by
This will lose New Mexico several man who ever rode Steamboat
I left he expressed the hope that I
Not Be Dropped.
Means S. Gregory, chief of the psymonths and it is to be regretted "straight up" to a finish. The best
would enjoy my visit In the county,
chopathic ward at Bellevune hospital. which I certainly did.
therefore that a constitutional conven- ,time in the roping contest so far was
E.
20.
coffee
Dr. Gregory insists that tea and
Henry
Washington, Aug.
tion was not held this summer as had made by Ed McCarthy, who tied in
"Even at his summer home the
excesses
Davis, counsel of Mrs. Sutton during incite women to hysterical
44
been suggested.
President is much busier than the
seconds.
the court of inquiry today issued a that equal those provoked by alcohol
Forest Matters.
Individual who is attending
statement in which he sharply criti- in men. The less tea and coffee used, ordinary
manual
to regular business affairs. He reForestry, game preserve,
cizes the findings of the court saying he says, the fewer nervous wrecks ceives
,
many callers dally and spends
training school, federal building and MAY INAUGURATE
that had the judge advocate perform- there will be.
Delea
deal of time attending to afother subjects were discussed.
great
CAMPAIGN
STATEHOOD
ed his duty it would have been necTo show his opinion of strong drink fairs of state."
gate Andrews Is working hard to have
of
In an interview in the Albuquerque
eliminated from the national forest all Delegate Andrews, Governor Curry, essary to exclude the hypothesis that Dr. Gregory says that if the saloons
suicide and it is almost certain
were driven out of business the num- Journal, Judge Abbott said:
non-forelands. He wishes to emCatron and Mayor
wound ber
d
the idea of the
of insane would decrease one-hal"My attention has been called to a
phasize again that the settlers on
Sena Will Be In Socorro.
made it evi- crime would decrease almost as much,
He
been
has
disproved.
small holding claims file on them in
newspaper
dispatch sent out from
dent that the case will not be drop- and the saving in asylum, poorhouse, Boston stating that I had discussed
legal form." Together with Governor
Hon. W. E. Martin is putting in
and charity expenses would more than with the President the question of
Curry he obtained an extension some good licks for the Socorro fair ped.
citizens of
of time until next March in which this , next month. Today he secured tha at- repay the loss f revenue now derived protecting the native-bor- n
New Mexico agaiast the increasing
from
exthe liquor trade.
can be done, but he says another
sent of Delegate to Congress W. H. QUESTION ABOUT
Dr. Gregory bases his theory on the immigration from other states, In retension will not be granted, and those j Andrews to visit the fair. He had al- HARRIMAN'S HEALTH experiences he has had in eight years' lation to land, and some reference
settlers who desire a clear title had ready secured the promise of Cover-- j
service in Bellevue and the facts he to the subject In New Mexico papers.
better file at once, or else they will nor Curry, who will take with him the
Cure at Bad Gastein Enervated and learned in a recent automobile trip That subject was not mentioned bebe regarded no better than squatters First Regiment band.
to
Weakened Him and He Must
through the "prohibition" parts of New tween us and it Is not one to which
and will have to establish their title Congress Thomas B. Catron will also
Therefore.
a
Rest
Take
I have ever given any consideration.
considercourts
at
England.
later through the
go and so will Mayor Jose D. Sena and
I
in
did, however, tell the President that
cases
the
Dr.
treats
. able
3,500
Gregory
expense.
other men of prominence in this aeck
Paris, Aug. 20. Despite many rum- psycopathic ward at Bellevue each provision should be made, in my opinThe delegate gave incidents of the of the woods. It looks very much as
ors concerning the health of E. H.
Polite persons call it the "psy- ion, by Congress in the enabling act
tariff debate and illustrated how fav- if the statehood campaign will be Worrimnn
it ts now stated bv the year.
but the rude, including the to guard against future Injustice to
orable the tariff is to Western and ! launched in the Gem City and that
chopathic,"
his condition
(highlst
that
authority
portion of our
"the Willie the Spanish-speakin.
.
.wv " inmates, designate it as
especially New Mexico interests. It from the meeting in Socorro will date i is
me t tuic
no means critical, ml
of
on
their
account
by
language.
people
is
house."
an
Dr.
authority
Is certain that , the Republican party some important political hlstiry. It's
Gregory
Bad Gastein is always enervating on
man It may be said of course that such prothe
He
need not be ashamed of the services a good time to visit Socorro anyway, at
recognizes
lunacy.
and patients usually are sent to the
whom "rum" has set insane tempor- vision can be made In the constitution
rendered the people by the Delegate. and every one in Santa Fo who can mountains
for a complete rest and
of the new state and that the Spanish-spWill Go to Socorro,
uunare it should pay the Gen City a a quiet "after cure." Harriman is arily; he restores his patient's senses eaking
people are strong enough
if possible. If
Hon. W. E. Martin invited Delegate visit on its festive occasion.
too restless to stand this so the phy- and turns him loose,
which Is true. But
have
to
it
made,
to
Matteawan.
Andrews to attend the Socorro fair,
sicians thought best to allow him to not, the patient goes
such a provision
Is
also
true
that
it
"The fewer saloons," says Dr. Gregpromising him a royal welcome and
come home.
constitution
in
the
proposed
put
DYNATHREATS TO
ory, "the fewer are the opportunities
the delegate accepted with thanks.to Conprove
unsaitsfactory
might
to
and
who
man
drink for a
unluckily
Delegate Andrews looks hale
MITE SCARE CREW HEAT WAVE
reserve
case
in
this
which
may
gress
seeks drink, and on the number of sahearty and is full of enthusiasm for
the conto
to
itself
the
reject
right
the work already outlined for him at Refuse to Take Risk any Longer and
HAS MODERATED loons depends exactly the number of stitution and thus statehood might be
Jails and hospitals. If there were no
the coming session of Congress. He
Strike
Quit Carrying
Breakers
defeated or postponed. If
In
saloons in New York there would be again are those in congress who are
will carefully weight the postoffice sitin
Years
Worst Electric Storm
to Steel Works.
there
uation at Santa Fe before announclrg
only half as many patients in the
Louisiana Kills Two and
determined to prevent statehood they
; any decision, and expects to stay here
ward.
Pittsburg, Pa., Aug. 20. Attempts
Injuries Three.
would be sure to seize sucn a cnance
"If the same effective results from for a game of battledore and shuttlelong enough to meet all citizen3 who were made today to fire the plant of
may have any cause or request for his the Pressed Steel Car Company but
Alexandria, La., Aug. 20. The heat prlhibition could be obtained in New cock. But If Congress will Itself In
attention.
This evening at eight the police discovered the flames in wave accompanied by temperatures York City as have been In certain sec- the enabling act make proper provio'clock, the Old Veterans will give him time to frustrate the attempt. Learn- from 95 to 110 was broken today by tions of Vermont, New Hampshire and sion for dealing with the language
a reception at the executive mansion, ing that the strikers threatened to the worst electrical storm ever
Maine, where the local option laws pre- question there should be no further
in central Louisiana. Two vail, it would mean to the munclpality difficulty on that point. I therefore
and tomorrow evening Governor Curry dynamite the seamer H. H. Pfiel used
s
will be the host and Delegate Andrews to carry
to and from Lwere killed, one was paralyzed and alone a great reduction in the appro- hope the President will recommend
: the
Dy priations for the Increasing charity such a course to Congress and I said
guest of honor at a public recep-- the works, the crew of the steamer two were rendered unconscious
demands."
tlon to which all are invited.
refused to take risks longer and quit. lightning.
as much to him."
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Congress

Band of Counterfeiters Located by
Police
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Taking of Depositions in
Great Britain is Much
Simplified.

FORM A COUNTY

heart-to-hea- rt

PRESERVE

'
1--

STREET SCENES, SANTA FE.

n

FOR A

Assistant Superintendent of Public
Instruction Acasio Gallegos is at work
on the school enumeration
reports
from each county which will form
part of Superintendent Clark's annual report. The school census returns
this year are very valuable as forming a basis for comparison with the
Federal census returns.
Notaries Public Appointed.
The following notaries public were
appointed today by Governor Curry:
W.
Edward
Dobson, Albuquerque,
Bernalillo county; Charles B. Hamilton, Tucumcarl, Quay county; Frank
McKane, Santa Fe, Santa Fe county;
Leonidas C. Hall, Artesia, Eddy county; Asa M. Hallcnbeck, Maxwell, Colfax county; Oscar B. Wood, Cham-berinDona Ana county;
Mariano
Gonzales, Bernalillo, Sandoval county; A. P. Anaya, Fort Sumner, Guadalupe county; Willis Ford, Roswell,
Chaves county.
Incorporation.
The Cimarron Water Company of
Cimarron, Colfax county, filed incorporation papers today with Territorial
Secretary Nathan Jaffa. The capidivided
talization is $100,000
into
1,000 shares. The incorporators and
directors are: Charles Springer of
Cimarron, 10 shares; Frederick Whitney of Cimarron, 9 shares; George E.
Remley of Cimarron, 1 Rhare.
Depositions in Great Britain.
Although New Mexico has a statute
regulating the taking of depositions
in foreign
countries before U. S.
consuls and others, the following will
be of interest to lawyers and businessmen
having busines relations
with the people in Great Britain. The
corespondence is
Department of State.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 11. 1900.
The Honorable Secretary of the Interior,
Sir: I have the honor to enclose for
the Information of the governors of
territories a copy of a note from the
British ambassador stating that letters rogatory in civil and commercial
cases may now be transmitted through
the British foreign office to the competent judicial authority In Great Brit- - (.
ain for execution, without it being necessary for the agents in the. United
Kingdom of the parties concerned to
make a direct application to the,
courts.
The ambassador adds that a list of '
questions to be put to the witnesses
should accompany the letters.
Requesting that the matter be
brought through the governors to the
attention of the appropriate territorial

authorities.
I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,
ALVEY A. ADEE,
Acting Secretary of State.
Enclosure: From British Ambassador, July 27. 1909.

British Embassy, North East Harbor,
'
Me., July 27. 1909.
Sir: I have the honor to inform
you that under the provisions of a rule
recently made by the supreme court
of judicature, Letters of Request for
evidence In civil and commercial cases
pending before foreign tribunals can
now be transmitted through the foreign office to the proper judicial authority for execution without a direct
application to the courts being required from the agents In the United
Kingdom of the parties concerned.
Prior to the making of this rule. His
Majesty's government were not in a
position to take any action with regard to suche Letters of Request,
I am further instructed to explain
that the court of any foreign country
which desires evidence to be taken in
the United Kingdom In any civil or
commerlcal proceeding pending before
it, and which for that purpose forwards through the diplomatic channel
a "Commission Rogatorie," or Letter
of Request, for such evidence, should
be requested to send with such commission, or Letter of Request, a list of
questions to be put to the winesses respectively, (together with a translation thereof into English should they
be in another language.) In giving effect to such "Commission Rogatolre,"
or Letter of Request, in the United
Kingdom, the commissioner, and the
official person having charge of the execution of the request, will bo empowered by the British court to which It

v

(Continued on Page Eight.)
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The Big

THE

ROUND

Rheumatism

UP.

;

I have found a tried and tested cure for Rbeo
Not a remedy that will straighten the

friBtiem!

THE DREAMER.
distorted limbs oi chronic cripples, nor turn bony
back to flesh again. That Is impossible.
Sing on. 0 birds, for the woods are growths
But I can now surely kill the pains and pangs of
.
Ihis deplorable disease.
green,
In Germany with a Chemist to the City ot
with
Flow on, 0 streams, 'neath the sum- Darmstadt I found the last Ingredient
was made
Rheumatio

WITH

Through life be a stern reality,
A dreamer of dreams am I!
The earth is fair in the morning glow,
And winds go whispering softly by;
And I watch the flickering leaf shades
dance,
For a dreamer of dreams am I!

SPECIALY
OF

the night in its solemn calm,
Nor sigh for morn when the stars
shine high,
For I hear the voice of a mystery;
Oh, a dreamer of dreams am I!
I love

TAILOR MADE SUITS
Suits made to order (fit guaranteed)
Silk and linen waists
" ' voile skirts
Shoes (American Lady)

Established 1856.

SELIGMAN BROS

a perfected, dependable prescription. Without
that last ingredient. I successfully treated many,
many cases of Rheumatism: but now, at last, ltuni.
(ormly cures all curable cases of this heretofore
granular
much dreaded disease. Those sand-lik- e
wastes, found in Rheumatic Blood, seem to dissolve
and pass away under the action of this remedy as
freely as does sugar when added to pure water.
And then, when dissolved, these poisonous wastes
the cause of
freely pass from the system, and
Rheumatism is gone forever. There Is now no
suffer
excuse
to
no
actual
longer withneed
real
out help. We sell, and in confidence recommend

CO.

"6

v for

Dr. Shoop's
CO.

8

vor:m

mgn

Ct CHILDREN.

Rheumatic Remedy
STRIPPUNG-BURROW-

Incorporated 1903
Have Exclusive
Sale For

Remedy

Which Dr. Shoop's

mer sky;

THE REPUTATION OF CARRYING THE
MOST COMPLETE LINE OF DRY GOODS

LADIES
"
"
"

DAILY

In this world of mine there is nought Vera Branch vs. Juan Branch on the
goes wrong
grounds of drunkenness, desertion,
which follow
O scornful ones, ye may pass me cruelty and
the first mentioned cause as a matter
b- yof course. The couple were married
My heart is filled with eternal song
a litle over three years ago.
For a dreamer of dreams am I!
Maud A. Black in September Smart
Set.

6 Pairs Guaranteed for 6 Months,
4 Pairs Guaranteed for 3 Months,

$1.50
1.00

IN ALL COLORS.

non-suppo- rt

MEN'S SUITS MADE TO ORDER
'
Suits (Hart Schaffuer & Marx)

"

Shoes (Hanan)
'

'

(Florsheim)
(American Gentleman)
Hats (John B. Stetson)
Shirts (The Elgin)
Fancj Vests

"

"

"

"

Death of Old Resident Mrs. Jesus
Martinez died at Anton Chico. Guadalupe county, this week. She was an
old resident.
FOR RENT, OR SALE A good
Dry Farmers Visit Las Vegas A
B. Sloan.
homeseekers' excursion brought one typewriter, J.
hundred land seekers to Las Vegas
Leave orders fop Auto at Postal
yesterday.
Telegraph Co.'s Office. Phone 70.
Suing for Road Tax District Attorney C. G. W. Ward is bringing suit
FOR SALE A seconc-Trausteam
at Las Vegas against persons refusing boiler In good condition. It will b(
to pay their road tax.
disposed of at very low prlca, JLppTj
Studying the Indian Professor C. to the New ML xic&G Printing Com
M. Strong of the University of Wash- pany.
ington is in New Mexico making a
study of the Pueblo Indians.
HORSES FOR SALE Three gentle
Sisters Leave Retreat The visiting
suitable for ladies.
horses,
riding
Sisters of Loretto from Las Vegas, Also two
driving
teams, telephone or
Pueblo and other points who have been
address me at Lamy, where horses
in retreat at Santa Fe. have returned
B. F.
may be seen by arrangement.
home.
Pankey.
Recommitted to Asylum Mrs. Alice
V. Whitefleet of Las Vegas, has been
If you want anything on earth try
recommitted to the territorial asylum a New Mexican want "ad."
for the insane by Chief Justice William J. Mills.
Fire at Roswell A house owned by
Doctor Sutherland at Roswell was almost totally destroyed by fire on Mon&
day night. It is believed that the fire
Mo
148 Red
was the work of incendiaries'.
Telephone
Dr.
B.
Director
National
Appointed
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
S. Gowen, president of the New Mexico Norman University at Las Vegas,
has been appointed a director for New D. M.
&
Mexico of the National Temperance!
'
Society.
:
Builders and Contractors
Horse
Charged With
Stealing
''H
PLANS & ESTIMATES
Nieves Padilla, Vicente Martinez and
V
Furnished on short notice
Jose Montoya were bound over under '$500 bond at Tucumcari to the CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY
graftd jury on the charge of stealing
eight colts.
New Members of Normal University
Professor Frank Carroon,
Faculty
of
the public school at Rosprincipal
a member of
well, has been
the factulty of the New Mexico Normal University at Las Vegas.
Big Cattle Deal Rhea Brothers and
R. K. Fleming have closed a deal for
3,000 head of the L E cattle of the
South Springs Ranch and Cattle Com
pany in Chaves county, the consideration being between $50,000 and

Stock is fresh and up to date prices are very reasonable
come at once and give us a trial.

Biltmore Hosiery, the Quality Hose
GUARANTEE, are as beautiful to look upon as they
hard
to wear out They are a fine, closely woven, highly
are
mercerized hose, with a rich lustrous sheen and a soft, luxfeel. We are Exclusive Agents for this excep--,
e
uriant,
of
bonal brand
Come in and look them over.
Hosiery.
with a

silk-lik-

POBox

FOR A HALF CENTURY

219.

Phone

36

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
IN THE

HOUSE

CITY.

C

.PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN
On notes, diamonds and Jewelny as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Loans are strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates are
Call and see us before borrowing.
reasonable.

Vm. FARAH

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.

FRESH EGGS

Phone 10a

Street.
The largest and the only

San Francisco

store

In

CREAM

Santa Fe.

$3.30

Bit

50 "
100

1.65

i

"

i

Bobolink
u

50"

I

WeGrve

I
I

:

:

1.60

register tickets
with all cash purchases.
Casli

CALL

Ap

Telephone

No. 40

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

p

Goods.

I

a. apixj

MANUFACTURER

JEWELER

AT5

OOK'S
F3H1ARMACY
PHONE NO 213

it

;

I"!:

SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
LEO HERSCH

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flonr, Hay,

Grain, Potatoes,

SON

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

All persons having a hat cleaned and blocked are
entitled to have a pair of trousers pressed free of charge.

Ladies

&

Gents garments cleaned and pressed a Specialty

The Goldberg Cleaning and Pressing Establishment
PHONE

203

BLACK

208 WEST

UR entire

PALACE AVE "

', HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known P.
J. Cheneyjor the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

house.

Most progressive

families are adding it to

their homes. $ $ $ $ $ $

jhe Majestic Range
gives more hot water, with
less fuel, than any other range.

Ample hot water for both
bath and kitchen.

w

FOR THE TOILET AND NURSERY

Squibs Talcum
Whmi

country is

waking up to the fact
that nothing else is as conducive to health and pleasure,
as Hot and Cold water in the

con-trac-

SEE FOR YOURSELF

Jewelry, Silverware,

for Chickens
A!so Good
....

Will Complete
Armory The Las
Vegas Armory Board of Control is
letting the contracts to complete the
Meadow City Armory, an expenditure
of a little over $1,000 beine involved.
J. K. Martin has been given the
to build a gallery in the drill
hall.
A,
Held for Diamond Theft A Baum,
formerly of Albuquerque, now a salesman at El Paso, was held under. $1 '
000 bond at Las Cruces,
for having
kept a $250 diamond belonging to Mrs.
Benjamin B. Jones and which it is
alleged, Baum picked up on the floor
of the Jones drug store and later
pawned in El Paso.
Divorce Granted Chief Justice W.
J. Mills at Las Vegas yesterday, granted a decree of divorce in the case ot

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
II

faira Meal

fiflHN

$60,-00-

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

OUR

MILK

HOOVER

100 lbs Pansy Flour

L TRY

Impalpable Talcum Powder Made

Phone
No,14

OOD-DAVI- C

HARDWARE CO.

AT

ZOOE&S

PHARMACY
PHONE NO. 213

YE, K.
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WHY SO WEAK?
The New Mancw printing company
and
b&g ready and for sal
correct compilations of the territorial Kidney Troubles May Be Sapping
Your Life Away. Santa Fe People
Incorporation laws, price 75 cents, of
Have Learned This Fact.
60
road
' the territorial
lavs, pprice
cents, and of the territorial mining
When a healthy man or woman belaws, price 60 cents per copy. Those
- can be purchased by applying In per gins to run down without apparent
de
on or by mail at the office of the cause, becomes weak. MngulJ,
headache,
suffers
backaches,
pressed,
company.
dizzv faiiells and urinary disorders,
look to the kidneys for the cause of
it all. Keep the kidneys wen ana
i

.

SEE

DUDROW
FOR

SCREEN DOORS

Doors From

Up.

thpv will keen you well. Doan's
Kidney Pills cure sick kidneys and
keep them well. Here is a Santa Fe
testimonial to prove it.
J. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz street,
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I have used
Doan's Kidney Pills off and on for
two years and they have done me a
world of good. A dull pain in the
small of my back, sometimes extending into my bladder caused me a
great deal of suffering, particularly
when I took cold. I was bothered
mostly in the winter. In addition to
the pain in my back, there were symptoms of inflamatlon of the bladder.
The kidney secretions were highly
colored and when passed were attended with a scalding pain. I never used
a remedy that acted as satisfactory as
Doan's Kidney Pills. They proved
to be just the medicine my case required and the complete cure they
brought has led me to recommend
them on more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Buffalo,
Co.,
cents. Foster-MilburNew York, sole agents for the United
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LIB
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TELLS
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0
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Wonderland at Santa Fe's Doors Which
Will Eventually Attract Tourists
From the World Over-Vivi- d
(Written for the New Mexican by

CU

of Los Angeles. Renowned
"I wonder how many of the people
of New Mexico even those in Santa
Fe realize the great work that is being
done in and for this historic territory
d
Museum of
by the
New Mexico?"
Charles F. Lummis, who came from
Los Angeles to attend the Regents'
meeting of this Museum, and has just
returned from this meeting at the Puye, made this remark night before last.
"Certainly, the Regents themselves
newly-establishe-

fM

xs"-

of the City
Autho r and Archaeologist.)
creamy cliff of tufa, nearly six thousand feet Ions and rising some three
hundred feet above the lap of the
Jemez Plateau, amid the purring pines
which skirt the major range. Geologically, tills region is one of the most interesting in North America. The volcano is a synonym of desolution. In
Italy and elsewhere It has extinguished
wonderful cities in New Mexico it
has enabled them. Instead of barren
lava flows, and handsome but worth'

t ij

jtiiiw;wnu m .rwvm.mmmam"

AT

... AA. iV

A Fllyan

"5

For particulars and Illustrated
address.

j

J--

Superintendent

1

ALBUQUERQUE
Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men ana

sixteen instruct
ors, especially educated and trained for their respective departments .U Its students are yearly increasing
one for women.

It has a faculty of

in numbers.!,
'

m

College of Letters and
Sciences, Engineering,
Education, Preparatory
Commercial.

VE SCHOOLS:
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Sore Eyes Cured.

ROOM AND BOARD AT THE

XJISri

ERSITY

'at reasonable rates

QKAT VCtT

two-third-

catalogue

COL. IAS. W. WILLSON,

I

Iff-W'-

4

"For twenty years I suffered from
a bad case of granulated sore eyes,
says Martin Boyd, of Henrietta, Ky.
"In February, 1903, a gentleman askI
MB NVUINVNT
TM
1 ed me to try Chamberlain's Salve.
I mDlttTO UK
bought one box and used about
of it and my eyes have not
Add 25 Cents to the Annual Subscripme
any trouble since." This
given
tion Rate of the New Mexican
MOCKSS

i

$&

arles F. Lummis. Libarlan

SffJ

Granulated

"

-

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

The New Mexican does printing and
binding equal to the best done in
anv of the large cities. Try our work
once and you Will certainly come
again. We have all the facilities for
turning out every class of work, including one of the best binderies in
the West.

JPt

tC0ME;

Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Bealthlets location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
n the beautiful
Pecoi Valleythe garden
of
the
West
at an elevation of 3,700
apot
feet above tea level, sunshine every day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers, and Instructors, all graduates from standard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modem In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W

si

Word Picture of the Puye

take no other.

M.oyfffliiYM

MEXICO.
of the Southwest"
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

The West Point

and

the name Doan's

Remember

THREt

NEW

ROSWELL,

OF THE CLIFF

PAGE

New Mexico Military Institute

n

States.

'

ST.

Address President

s

4

,

W. G.

TIGHT,
New
Mexico.
Albuquerque,

i

Publl-Investor-

salve is for Bale by all druggists.

Review.

2

St. Michael's College

Wells Fargo & Company
Express

41

Santa Fe, New Mexico
.DIRECTED
.BY THE

General Express Forwarders

All

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

flOnrw COMERCIAL LITERARY
&

SCIENTIFIC

Academic and Preparatory Courses

THE PAINTED CAVE PICTOGRAPHS,

form Separate Departments

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

Send for Prospectus

Studies will be resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES. President

0J0 CALIEJJTE I0T SPRIfJGS.
These celebrated Hot Springs are
(.located in the midst of the Ancient
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
mileg west
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc-o
Station, on the Denver and Rio
'Grande Railroad, from which point a
dally line of stage runs to the springs.
The temperture of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet. Climate
very dry and delightful . the entire
year round. There to now a commodious hotel for the convenience of invalids and tourists. People suffeing
irom consumption, cancer, and other
omtagious diseases, are not accepted.
701686 waters contain 1,626.24 grains
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being

the richest alkalln Hot Springs in the
world. The efficiency of these waters
has been thoroughly tested by the
miraculous cures attested to In the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'!
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
per month.
Stage meets Denver
trains and waits for Santa Fe train
upon request. This resort is attractive at all seasons and is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
same day., For further particular!
address: ' '
..
,

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
Ojo

TO

-

CH RIST1 ANUROTHERS'

were surprised at the extent of the
work that has been done already; and
speaking for myself I have never seen
so fine a showing made in North, Central or South America in the many
archaeological expeditions I have inspected.
"It was an admirable idea to call the
Regents at this scene
meeting of
of the first work of the Museum. New
Mexico has no superior In the Union
in scenery; and among all the magnificent landscapes of the territory there
is probably none which surpass that

te

NEAR SANTA FE.

less basaltic cliffs, and unproductive
ash (useful only for railroad ballast)
the volcanic activities of the ancient
Jemez range provided the home for
many thousands of the earliest Americans. Instead of "bad lands." we
have here something like a thousand
square miles whose sandstones and
limestones were covered with a tufa
blanket which was once probably almost two thousand feet deep. In the
Rito de los Frljoles we can still trace

Parts of the World

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J.

D. BARNES.

LIVERY STABLE
FINE RIGS, RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES, HACKS.

(Continued on Page Seven.)

CALL UP 'PHONE

OMAS. CLOSSOW.

.

Proprietor.

Calient, Taos.

County-

-

N M
4

527 Ban

OF

Francisco Street

Wm

Indian

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

Hares ago Curios

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opals,
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line. .

MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern .conditions.
Complete
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
O'vil and Electrical Engineering and in Household Eco-

Be

ONLY

nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and
Agriculture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course. Expenses are low and there are many

of

opportunities

Embroideries

i lite

Goods
.

inspection is Respectfully solicited

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

the finest

TffiP

SALE

ALL OF. THE VERY
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
LATEST AND NEWEST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS

for self support.
flFor Catalogue and further
information, address the President

W. E.

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE

t

Aoent

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO.
TENT ROCKS, PAJARITO PARK.
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
" JOHN K. STAUFFER,

r.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$ .20
Daily per week by carrier
75
carrier
month,
Daily, per
by
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

Daily, six months, by mail
Weekly, per year.
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

"PRINCE" OF BOOSTERS.
L. Bradford Prince

yes-

Trans-Mississip-

Denver as a Coloradan. The distinguished New Mexican comes here
quite frequently and especially when
there is a convention on. Prince is
one of the foremost men in the Southwest, and has done an enormous
amount of work for the upbuilding of
the territory which he has chosen as
his home."
To this
the Denver Republican
adds:
"Besides the resolution recommending statehood for New Mexico, which
Former Governor L. Bradford Prince
will present to the committee on resolutions for reading at the session of
Commercial Conthe
gress this morning, Governor Prince
also will introduce a resolution which
should have more effect upon the development of mining in New Mexico,
Arizona and Southern Colorado than
any other single resolution presented
to the body if passed by Congress.
"Since the time when all this Western territory was taken from the possession of Spain, the United States
government, under special act of Congress, has reserved titlte to all gold,
silver and quicksilver found on old
Spanish and Mexican land grants. It
a fhe same privilege retained by
the territory and
Spain when it
the reservations were known as Span.- -

The gross postal receipts of fifty of
the largest postofflces in the United
States during the past month was
an increase of almost. $G0O,0OO
over July of the year previous, or a
gain of almost nine per cent. This,
$3.75
perhaps, more certainly than any
2.00 other sign, indicates that the
1.00 panic did not eat deeply into Amer.75 ican prosperity, and that the revival is
at hand. Of the fifty offices mentioned, only two showed a decrease and
that a very slight one, St. Louis, whose
Is sent to receipts declined two and a half per
circulation cent, and Scranton, Pa., which decreased almost three per cent. Two
cities showed an income during July
of over a million dollars: New York,
$1,400,000; Chicago, $1,070,000. Three
ofilces had a postal income of between
;a quarter and a half million dollars:
BENEFIT,' Philadelphia, $44,000; Boston, $434,- -

THE FOREST A
NOT A BURDEN
There are gome propositions that
are self evident. ' One of these is that
the protection of thg "watershed of the
Santa Fe river, is of more importance
to Santa Fe than free grazing for
sheep on its limited area. Presumably that is also true as to Las Vegas
and the Gallinas, as to the upper Pecos
and as to the other streams rising on
the Pecose reserve, from the Truchas,
Santa Cruz, Nambe, Tesuque and Arroyo Hondo in the Rio Grande watershed, to the Mora, Holy Ghost, Willow
and Cow creeks flowing into the Pecos. It would be a direct harm therefore to Santa Fe and San Miguel counties, and partly to Rio Arriba county,
to eliminate from the Pecos forest reserve any of the water sheds of those
streams, even if in such areas should
be included some purely grazing land.
Outside of the protection of the timber and the flow of water, there are
some decided advantages to Santa Fe
and Las Vegas and the country round
MAKE

Conterday in the
gress at Denver spoke of the almost
unlimited resources of New Mexico, he
pleaded for statehood, and as a result,
strong statehood resolutions have the
endorsement of the committee on resolutions.
Prince; is .a vet
eran wno has Deen to tne lore in tne
fight for statehod for several decades;
he has never permitted an opportunity
to pass by to speak of and to advertise the resources of New Mexico.
These efforts have not been always
appreciated as they should have been,
the more it is a pity, for when a community does possess a "prince" of
boosters who gives time and means
unstintedly to advertise the community, political, factional and other differences should be forgotten and he
should at least receive his mead of admiration and praise. If Santa Fe had
only twenty men willing to do what
Prince has done for decades, Santa Fe would be a city of
30,000 people and perhaps would be the
capital city of the "Sunshine State"
this day.
Says the Rocky Mountain News:
L. Bradford Prince of
New Mexico is almost as familiar to

THE LARGE

Professional

St.

000, and

Louis,

$294,000.

'

Brooklyn, Cincinnati, Pitts-- :
bug, Baltimore, Cleveland, San Fran
cisco, Kansas City, Minneapolis, Betroit, Buffalo,' Washington and Mil
waukee. There are sixteen towns hav
ing had an Income last month between
$50,000 and $100,000, and sixteen of
between $25,000 and $50,000. The in
come of the Santa Fe postofflce is
about $1,500 a month at present and
that of Albuquerque $3,500 a month.
Both towns will have to grow consid
erably therefore before they will have
a place among the first one hundred
postofflces of the land.
These figures also give some idea
of relative size of some of the cities.
Kansas City, for instance, must be
multiplied by ten before it will reach
the present postal Income of the City
of New York without Brooklyn or the
other boroughs that make up Greater
Manhattan, while Chicago has ten
times the postal income of Washington, D. C, although Washington on account of the franking privilege handles
almost as much mall if not more than
the postofflce of the Windy City. Seatthe postal income of
tle has one-fift- h
within a few thouand
Philadelphia,
sand dollars as much as St. Paul or
Los Angeles, while Dallas, Texas, has
a monthly postal income equal to the
yearly income of Albuquerque, while
Allegheny's postal income for July
was the same as that of Santa Fe for
the entire fiscal year just past.
$200,000:

a compact, beautiful park of half a million acres. It is a park of magni-ficiescenery, of unexceeded grandeur,
it is also a game and fish preserve and

eventually the revenue it will bring indirectly through tourists and hunters
and fishermen visiting it, will outweigh any temporary advantage it
would be to cut up the reserve for free
grazing. No one asks to throw Yellowstone park open or eliminate from it
purely grazing areas. Any proposie
tion to decrease the size of the
park would meet with furious opYos-mit-
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The First National Bank

-

PAUL A. F. WALTER,
.

OF SANTA FE.

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe

New Mexico

The oldest banking institution in New Mexico.' Established
in 1870.

EDWARD C. WADE,

R. J. PALEN, President,
I, A. HUGHES,
Vice President.

Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.

Las Cruces

Attorney-at-La-

Practice in the District and Supreme Co arts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
Santa Fe
New Mexico
'
RENEHAN & DAVIES.
. P. Davlee,

A. B. Renehan,

Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practice in the Supreme and District Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office In Catron Block.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
CHARLES F. EASLEY,

(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney-at-La-

Land and Mining business a specialty.
Santa Fe
New Mexico

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
A, H. BRODHEAD,

Assistant Cashier.
'

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

New Mexico
E. C. ABBOTT,

Then

there were twelve cities that showed
an income of between $100,000 and

Cards

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.-

d

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

A

INCOME OF
CITIES.

PUBLISHERS,
FRANK P. STURGES-Vice-Preside-

COMPANY

Secretary-Treasure-

P0STAL

FRIDAY, AUGUST 20, 1909.

SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS-

-

$73,000

Transacts a general banking business in all its brandies.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for 'its customers. Buys ard sells
domestic and foreign exchange aud i makes
telegraphic
transfer of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given bj any money trans mi ting agency
public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent; per ;nnuni, on, six" months' or year's
Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock
vand products. The bank executes all orders of its patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them as liberal
treatment in all respects, as is ooisistent with safety and
the principles ol sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.
;v

HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practic in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the Territory.
Las Cruces

New Mexico

THE

H. M. DOUGHERTY,

i

Attorney-at-La-

....
....

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory. Office:
Socorro

New Mexico

WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

One

WILLIAM McKEAN,
Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico
C. W. G. WARD,

...

of the Best Hotel

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

Attorney-at-La-

Taos

PALACE HOTEL
the West

in

Dirge Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
Las Vegas

New Mexico

.AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN?.

NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
C. J. Roberta,
G. Northcutt,

Jesse

Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Raton, N. M., and Trini'
dad, Colorado.
Offices':

position from all of California. And
Walter Wellman has started for the
what Yellowstone park is to the NorthPole and is turning ridicule into
North
G. W. PRICHARD,
west or Yosemite is to California, that
The American public i3
admiration.
the Pecos forest will be eventually to
Attorney and Counsel
New Mexico and especially to Santa very impatient and when Wellman " Practices in all the District Courts
Fe and Las Vegas. If anything, the turned back last year the press and, and gives special attention to cases
reserve lines should be extended so as the people had a pitying smile if not a before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.
to include the watershed of the Santa ' b.roadP,in'
?ey naa cyinced
co,a
,
et,
wiman
and the
waiIfr
Fe to the
'
GEORGE b. BARBER,
tha heJa
ee" merely adver: ,
tershed of the Pecos down to the town '
when
himself.
Similarly,
Attorney and Counsel
of San Miguel.
'fng postponed his proposed Oryille
Practices in the District Court and
flight
Wright
However, aside from these consider-- ; ,.v Qftor ,QV rpiWlv thfi nMi
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
ations, all other purely grazing lands' gan making faces. Yet, great achieve- Prompt attention given to all business.
should be eliminated from the forest ments are seldom the result of one ef- Lincoln County
Nevr Mexico
for they have no business within its fort or the work of a
A
life
time
day.
boundaries.
Grazing regulations and and some times several generations
CATRON & GOKTNER,
fees should also be made as light as are necessary to prepare for one vicAttorneys and Counsellors-at-Law- .
Office: Catron Block.
possible and there should be no charge tory. Perhaps, the faut lies in adto those who desire to haul "down"
New Mexico
too far ahead what the Santa Fe
vertising
and "dead" timber from the forest,
to
do, that has
experimenter is going
for the removal of such timber is a robbed
H. R. PUTNAM,
many an achievement of its
benefit rather than a detriment to the full credit in the
U.
Commissioner and
Court
8.
eyes of the impatient
forest, Make the forest a benefit and public,
Conveyancer.
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
not a burden should be the aim of for- - j
men
as
as
well
who
are
settlers
t
asking information
Correspondents
estry
With battleshins costing as much concerning the Territory of New Mexinterested.
most
Immediately
ish crown metal reservations.
as an irrigation enterprise that will ico promptly answered
f ''As a consequence these metals
New Mexico
reclaim 200,000 acres, the sums that Texico
THE CLIFF DWELLINGS.
have lain in the old land grants, preare helmr exnended bv the government
. t,
Sone one who believes in advertis- - ' 1V1
nt
sumably, without an effort being made
- -W. A. FLEMING JONES,
- - - - lands
vuv arid
wj. tht
l 11C 1var.amatinn
VVlUMtUt'VU
to find them. A man might discover ing has said that if it were not for the do not appear exorbitant at all. As
Bonds and Investments.
XT. S. Commissioner
the richest gold mine in the world roar that Niagara Falls makes, not soon as wars become unnecessary,
for the Third
the tourists who now visit the and that time should have arrived be- Judicial District of New Mexico.
and not be able to work it because the one-hal- f
New Mexico
government would own all metal he falls would have gone there. Possibly, fore this, the wealth expended in pre- Las Cruces
took from the ground. Prospecting has if the cliff dwellings had siren whistles paring for war would be turned into Eastern and local bank references.
heen neglected on all land grants for they would have attracted more gener-- 1 channels for public improvement and
CONY T. BROWN,
these reasons, and if the restrictions al attention before this. But there, for the enrichment of the people. The
were removed by Congress it would at are Indications that the traveling pub-- ; sums that have been expended for
Mining Engineer.
once open an immense and virgin field lie is learninz that Santa Fe is worth wars and for armaments of war, the
Secretary and Treasurer of New
i for mining.
while, and that of all of Santa Fe's at-- 1 past one hundred years, are so vast as Mexico School of Mines.
New Mexico
"Ae it is now the government allows tractions the cliff dwellings are the to stagger the imagination, but ex- Socorro
from
as
Governor
Prince
that
no development, and
grandest. Articles such
pended for irrigation works, for eduDraftsman.
wishes these restrictive laws abolish- the pen of the talented author Charles cation and for other public improve- - R. W. WITTMAN,
F. Lummis, which the New Mexican is mentg they might have banished ere
ed.
'Santa Fe, N. M.
"His resolution will be as follows: privileged to publish today, will serve tnis want and distress from every civ-tCopies made of official township,
enlighten not only the traveling nized country on the face of the earth.
'Resolved, that the Congress of the
small holding, mineral and grant
United States be requested to enact public but the people here at home,
field notes,
a law providing for the location and who haven't visited the Pu-y- e or the The naval board of inquiry was no plats. Also, transcripts of
,
records
and
other
Pajar-itoeven
or
public
the
and
los
of
grant papers
quicksilver, Rito de
gold, silver,
Frijoles
mining
doubt technically correct when it
U. S. Surveyor General's
now reserved by the government, withon
In
the
file
simply because the great wonders found
that Lieutenant Sutton alone
in the limits of Spanish and Mexican at our door do not roar like Niagara
.'.
'
.
was to blame for his tragic death. But office.
or whistle like a Yellowstone geyser.
land grants.'
there was a powerful contributing
i
But Lummis does not only give a
"Governor Prince, who will make
OSTEOPATHY
cause, a motive cause, but for which
the plea of New Mexico for admission glimpse of what he saw on and from the
never
have
would
probably
tragedy
He also tells of the meetto statehood in an address before the the Pu-yHad the parents of Lieuhappened.
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
New
of
the
the
Board
of
introduce
the
of
will
Regents
likewise
ing
Congress,
tenant Sutton taught him or persuadtreats acute and chronic
Successfully
resolution asking for endorsement to Mexico Museum, of the
-.
ed him to he a total abstainer;- had diseases without
to
as
drugs or medicines.
make
decided
upon
the Congress. The resolution is
plans they have
the authorities banished whisky as No charge for consultation. Office:
is this region known to the world of
follows: 'Whereas,
have morphine or cyanide of No. 103 Palace avenue. Hours: 8 to
. the
fundamental principle of Republi- science and the men of travel; of the they
potassium from common use, Lieuten- 12 a, m., and 2 to B d. m. 'Phone 156.
can institutions and the dearest right plans they have for the historic Old ant Sutton
might still be here to comof the American people; of which no Palace and for the Museum. Santa Fe fort a doting mother, and following an
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
American should be deprived when it hardly realizes as yet what these honorable career in an honorable manfrom
Notary Public.
to
Is possible;
things will mean it eventually,
ner.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
" 'And whereas, the territory of New the business standpoint, but it would
Mexican
New
Office
Print
the
with
Mexico has long since passed the get an inkling if every man and wo
locomoarrest
a
to
seems
harsh
Ing
Company.
It
would
make
and
girl
period when such deprivation of the man, every boy
Pu-y- e
at the first oppor- tive engineer for murder, whose train
rights of the people was justifiable; a trip to the
crashed into another and caused the
'
a paitmui Friend.
Resolved, that New Mexico should be" tunity.
loss of several lives, but if he was to
who
booster
is
the
"I have used Chamberlain's Colic.
The best booster
admitted to statehood without delay.'
'
blame, even if there was no intent to Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy since
knows.
cause
the wreck, it Is proper that he it was first introduced to the public in
Even though young America, even
should
be punished for manslaughter. 1872, and have never found one inan
Is
to
us
hoodlum
"Let
have trouble,"
epithet
at West Point, prefers the
Coloone
of those crimes in which in- stance where a cure was not speedily
It
is
of
Patterson
to
Senator
ascribed
not
should
complain
the manly type, it
not
is
a necessary factor, and effected toy its use. .1 have been a
tent
to
stir
of President Taft for dismissing seven rado, and true to it, he sought
this is the case, for commercial traveler
is
well
that
for eighteen
it
'
the
trouble
in
has
up
cadets from West Point. Hazing
recK- out on a trip
must
be
start
never
the
and
against
solcety
protected
by
Congress
bringing
where
yesterday
years,
no place in an academy
and
carelessness
RniUntrpr-PiTirhn- r
to
faithful
the
friends," says
fontroversv
lessness, against
without this, my
all other things should
Ind. Ter.
that
of
criminal
jeopardizes
S.
to
H.
Nichols
well
is
Oakland,
have
At
negligence
times
fore.
enters
it
be rigid. The young manwho
If the engi- - When a man has used a remedy for
trouble-maker- s
of
the
lives
are
public.
the
bethe
trouble
and
his
West Point with the idea that
are never admir- - neer was to blame he should receive thirty-fiv- e
years he knows its value
haviour there can be the same as benef actors, but they not
of it. TPnr
law. It will prevent an A . uo nnmnotont. tn sneak
of
the
limit
the
until
after
or
nonular.
ed
least
at
r
1H,1U
that of the hoodlums on the Bowery,'
wrecks.
other railroad
by all druggists.'
out.
they are dead.
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Trans-Mississip-

large-reservoir-

?

Commodious Sample IJodnr
Long Distance Telephone Station.

'

.

'

j

Ped

'''

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room
a Good One,

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

PRESS THE BUTTON WE

DO

THE REST.

-

Runs on the European Plan

IM

CORONADO

HOTEL

i

-

o

G. Lupe Herrera, Prop,

FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION,
Short Order & Spanish
Dishes Speciality

RATES 50c. Up.

EUROPEAN PLAN 50c AND 76c
AMERICAN PLAN
'
SPECIAL RATES BY THE WEEK

$1,6

I.

THE HOTEL NORMANDIE
J. W. PRESTON, Proprietor.
riEST-CLAS- S
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER
T

Aniuo1 mximn

BATH

nnnif

IXT

CClTXTECTIOliT

F, N. M.

8ANTA

hotel

"Sztith;
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CORRICK CARRIAGE

Haek

&

!u

wwrnmrn 4

CO.

kin

120 San Francisco

St

Call tip 132 Black, for Carriages.

..

DIAMONDS

Trans-Mississip-

u

Electric Light, Hot and
Cold Baths.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

.

ehould oe promptly weeded

p

RIGHT PRICE8
RIGHT G00D3
RIGHT 8ERVICE

H.

f

VflWTZ

tcaauiactuiai at
"

.

MfcAICAIN
--

nnr

rlLIUKcC

JEWERELY-

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND 8ILVERWARE.
346 San

Francisco Street, 8anta Fe,

N. M.

WATCHES
V

Tetted and

Fitted

By

Up-to- -.

Date Methods
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of those

i
i
u in 4 n
i
j i j iuiu
iwu
The woria nas always oeen uiviueu
who have saved, those who have
classes-thc- se
spent, the thrifty and the extravagant.
It is the savers who have built the houses, the
milld, the bridges, the railroads, the ship3 and
all other great works which stand for man's
advancement and happiness.
The spenders are slaves to the savers. Itis-thlaw of nature. We want you to be a saver-tand be
open an account in our Savings Dpartn-en- t
independent
,

.

:

J

S. G. Smith, forest examiner, was
an arrival from Albuquerque this forenoon.
That are Selling Way Below Cost
'
C. W. Warner of Cerrillos, is in on
AT
court business. He is a guest at the
Claire.
MISS A. MUGLER.
W. A. Tipton, a surveyor from Fort
SOUTHEAST
CORNER PLAZA.
Sumner, is in on a visit. He is a guest
at the Claire.
Henry Esslnger returned this noon
from a business trip to the southern
part of the Territory.
W. E. Holt of Bellevue, Michigan,
About a Home
is among the sightseers in town. He
Woman
is a guest at the Claire.
living In
cl
Every
proEertJ' l nm to
i
niio a iioiim oi her own
Joseph H. Sims, a Denver traveling
Tlin e hre hiindrcls of thtrira
man, is in town selling to the trade.
the wi uld like to do to n kt her
i vn
heme H ore confoi uilile,
He is quartered at the Claire.
attractive and pleamut Nearly
B. F. Pankey, ranch owner near
every wonni) Is h niocpy Kver,
hikJ Kliewlll help you wonderfully
Lamy, is in town on one of his regular
to
for h borne.
'visits. He is stopping at the Claire.
'?
.
Pinhy a mining 'roan from
Guanajuato, Mexico, is a business visDo
itor.'". He Is stopping at the Palace.
Burton of Cerrillos, is a visiV e will fell
ftor TVS.Santa
yen a very drslr-nlilhon,p on payments, whleh
in
Fe, coming on legal bus5 on if
rent
money will nnke
iness.' He Is registered at the Claire.
I'on't wait. Begin now paying
for your liome.
C. W. Barnes and wife, of Fairbury,
LET US EXPIAIX: Ol'K
are
Fe
in
Santa
the
Nebraska,
seeing
CONTRACT tOli CHOP MOsights.
They are stopping at the
NEY.
Claire.
GEO. M. KINSRLL
S. T. McKinney and J. Gordon of
294 San Francisco St.
Albuquerque, are in town on court
.business. They are guests at the
Claire.
j
L. G. Shanldin,
a traveling man ofllce building will be impressed up
from St. Louis, who is selling a line on him.
of hardware, is registered at the
W. E, Holt, postmaster, journalist
Claire.
and prominent . Republican politician
F. H. Reed, a Los Angeles traveling of Bellevue,
Michigan, is in Santa Fe
man, is selling a line of jewelry to
with Governor Curry and
local merchants.
He is stopping at territorial officials and also conferr--j
the Claire.
ing with Delegate to Congress W. H.
Sheriff Sylviano Roibal of Chamita, Andrews. Mr. Holt is very much im- Rio Arriba county, accompanied by his pressed with Santa Fe's manifold at-- ,
r
neighbor, Eutimio Vigil, is a business tractions and the justice of New
in Santa Fe.
to
statehood.
jicos claims
Mrs. Forest McKinley of Kansas
,
City, a former resident of Santa Fe,
The seah and recortf fcooks for no-A r A
Tia TTVa rl
lc iricittn a
rrt
jtaries, public for sale by toe New
San Francisco street.
Mex can Print ne company at very
.
.
"'reasouable rates. Seala for Incorpor
ard, of Chanute, Kansas, are in San
are also handled. Call
ta Fe enjoying the sights. They are atedor companies
at
address the New Mexican Print
stopping at the Claire.
Santa Fe. New Mexico.
J. H. Smith, a deputy in the U. S. ing company,
marshal's office at Albuquerque, is
The New Mexican can do printing
an official visitor in Santa Fe. He is
equal to that done in any of the largo
stopping at the Claire.
Superintendent of Public Instrue cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
tion J. E, Clark has returned from or W8 turn out. Try our stock one
an official trip to the teachers' insti- - nrt yu W1H certainly come again, we
tut.es at Las Cruces and at Silver City. tav8 aU the facilities fo rturning out
1
The condition of Rev. W. R. Dve, every cla88 ot work- - lncludln on
olndsriee
th
bert
la
Wrt.
rector of the Church of the Holy
Paith, is reported as being consider-'- .
ably improved although he is still
very iii.
Mrs. Cooley, who had been reported L 1 1
LAUNDRY
in Santa Fe on last Saturday, is not
WORK
expected to arrive here until Sunday
having been detained with friends la
Send Your laundry to the
Chicago.
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Mrs. Mateo Lujan and her childrei :,
at Albuquerque.
Mr.
Luis, Hector and Leo, have joined
at
visit
in
a
after
the
capital
i.ujan
Basket leaves Tuesday,
Las Vesas froui their former home Returns

& TRUST CO

OFFICERS

S"'

..:

o

DIRECTORS
FRANKLIN FLICK
W. S. DAVIS.
N. B. LAUGHLIN
J. B. LAMY
R. H. HANNA
FREDERICK MULLER
G.

FLICK, president.

G. FRANKLIN

Will

$50,000

.

W. S. DAVIS, Cashier.
W. E. GRIFFIN. Asst Cashier.

We Can Furnish Your House

I

FURNITURE OF ALL KINDS

1

8 TAPESTRIES,

AXMINSTER
CARPETS

AND

'

or

f

111

Phona

HOUSE FURNISHERS
AND UNDERTAKERS

No. 10

No. 10

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.

The Colorado Rational Life Assurance

A M, BERGERE, Manager for New Mexico.
Catron Block

.

'Forester
atSS
was an
in

i

Heal

Meal Summer

"

Resort

--

J

K A!'

$8.00parweek, meala BOc
Transportation from Station $1.00

a.

C.

thet barber

!

ROWE, NEW MEXICO.

que, yesterday Inspected the
bers of the proposed new militia

SOFT DRINKS
3un-nr- l

All drinks are made '
from filtered Water

"SETatariii

Telephone No. 88 and have
your ordereg delivered

-

Santa Fe Bottling Worka
HENRY KRICK. Proprietor
Santa Fe, New Mexico

TAXIDERMIST TANNER

&

FURRIER

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
.
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs ot all kinds
General
436 Canon Road
Merchandlae
Phona Black 19 FRANK F GORMLEy
i

SANTA FE, N. M.

r

The
Valley

f J L L eriI
A N

M

f

imi

Sew Mexico

Address, J. F. Miller, Prop.

miST

COME

FIRST

SERVED.

Only a few more of THOSE GOOD HAMMOCKS LEFT.
We are solo-

I"!

i'

'

I'l

"

num

Vr

'

" "I

Mower

Lawn

Hose, nozzles

for

Agents

All Kindt ol

-

and sprays

UNION LOCK

Also Window

Fence

and door
BWHfHll
Nt

tl.

MM

screens

SqY UtMlftMi

SEE I'S RKKOltK V.UYINfl FURN ITUKK OR HOITSK Ft'RSISHINGS.
JUST A KKW MURK OF THOSE

BAKOAIN

HAMMOCKS

Come early and
get your pick
This is how

AN ,DEAL PLACE

F0

VACATION,
hlstoric surroundings, delightful climate, magnificent scenery, fine fish-Ing, hunting, horseback riding, etc.

D

advantages and attractions

T.Pt us flfture your hpatlnplnnd plumblnir
SANITARY PLUMBING OUR SPECIALITY

Family Skeletons
d

that haug there eveyone
of those- - shapeless suits
were once a clean cut

written guaranteed

sign-

ed in ink with every suit
tbatevery thread is wool
and ail wool.

garment. But the style
didn't stay;

We can and
$5 00

on

H

save

will
vou

from

to 10

every

Suit.

Raciei

Every

thread

guaranteed
all wool

SANTA FE, N. M

-

SANTA PE
'OSS PATENT FLOUR
IS BEST because it
gives the best results- in
bread and pastry of any
flour you can buy.

It

contains more Gluten,
which is the very life of

tha wheat,
and which
makes the bread nutritious
and WHOLESOME

Real Estate, Life & Fire Insnrance,
C

CD

Cia

11

UjoJ!lJLt..andmailthe
O.O.Watson

vitally

tant feature

& Co.

Santa Fe. N. M.
(
Please send me particulars
regarding your Investment and life insurance
-

protection.
I WAS BORN.....

;

v

MY OCCUPATION IS

NAME
ADDRESS

WATSON & COMPANY

O

A"

SURETY BONDS,
you interested in a GOOD Investment, pajinp 10,'per cent lor
more and at the same time giving life Insurance protection;

1

impor
BOSS

C- 19 SAN

FRANCISCO STREET,
NEW MEXICO.

SANTA FE,

PHONE
RED

189- -

FLOUR is entirely free from CELLULOSE

PATENT

the indigestible element

of the weat.

H.S.

UNESCO.

Drink
Pabst

j

Consumptlvea positively not received.
Eight miles from Glorieta, where all
Santa Fe trains atop.

Tho first damp day waip-eout all the tailoring and
fit ever put in to it. THE
ROYAL TAILORS stand
alone who take 100 per
cent of the shrink out of
the cloth and gives a legal

Look in to your clothes
closet and see the relics

SCO,

through

Its influential columns.
Congressman Barthold of St. Louis,
has written his nephew A. T. Koch
that he will be in Santa Fe on or
j about
October ,1. Congressman Bar-tholis chairman of the house committee on public buildings and the
need of Santa Fe for a federal post-- .
J

are made and put together wehavethem and
everyone guaranteed.
SEE and be convinced

com-

:

OOOA COLA

' JLIso Tatla

jg
II

Best Flour

mem-

pany.
Mrs. Samuel Neustadt of Albuquerque, is visiting Mrs. Arthur Seligman
having arrived in Santa Fe last night.
A number of entertainments will be
given in her honor during the next
few days.
Hon. Ramon Gallegos of San Jose,
one of the county commissioners of
San Miguel county, is in Santa Fe
with Francisco Rivera y Martinez, also of San Jose, to confer with fores!
officials regarding the boundaries of
v
the Pecos forest.
Mrs. B. F. Morris, sister of Mrs.
Leo Hersch, has returned home to
Santa Cruz after several weeks visit
in Santa Fe. She was accompanied
by Miss Josie Hersch who will remain
at Santa Cruz until the beginning of
the school year.
Mrs. Dodge who has been the guest
the. past few weeks of her sister Mrs.
Corrick on East Palace avenue, left
for her home at Fort Worth, Texas,
last evening. She was much pleased
with Santa Fe and its manifold attractions and especially its people.
Arch L. Meigs, representing the
Denver Post is in town today. He is
making a systematic canvass of the
Territory, as it is the Intention of the
Post to help New Mexico in the statehood fight and to present its many

The following are suggested to the thirsty as something cool and Inviting
WILD CHEERY
GINGER ALE :
LEMON SODA
VANILLA
ROOT BEER
KLONDIKE FIZZ
'
STRAWBERRY
SARSAPARRILLA
IRON BREW
ORANGE
'

iinilj

talFe at Kerr

arrival
Santa Fe on
noon train. Before returning to AI- - W, H. KERR.
PLone No 122
buquerque he will make a trip oven
Red
Janageri
the Pecos forest.
Attorney Neill B. Field has return-;- ed to Albuquerque from the upper
jjjjjj- Pecos, where he spent some time at
his beautiful cottage, about twenty
miles east of Santa Fe.
Frank P. Stunres received telegraphic word today from Belen, that his
,
J. A. Kremis, a drugTHE LEADING
is
seriously ill. Mrs. F. P. Stur-ge- s
gist,
left for Belen this afternon.
H. B. Hening, the energetic secretary of the New Mexico Bureau of
Immigration arrived last night from
accompanied
by his
Albuquerque
wife. They are guests at the Palace.
Captain A. S. Brooks, U. S. Army,
and inspector general of the New
Mexico National Guard, at Albuquer-

For Fnrtbr Jafonaatloa JLASmbo
v fRS. H- - Ei BERGMANN

'

Vii'-CWi- J

-

b&op.,

brother-in-law-

Makes this the most delightful resort in New Mexico
t-- O

Friday.

Ringiand' AGENCY for San

H.5.

pine-cla- d

Good Hunting and fishing

FIRST CLASS

j

hills on the
Pecos River. 2 miles from Rowe Station on
the main line of the A. T. & S. F.

liff dene, located among

V-

Everyone knows the quality of Kins:85her lines
WD HA VP 8,llines- Buy your fishing tackle of a fisher
man. We carry everything in camp equiII Li
page and furniture.

,

IUII

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
N. M.

'-.-

vy:
S"-

Mex-visito-

rn flU

Company

Denver Colorado.

p

':.

--

!

Charles Wagner Furniture Co.
Phone

TT"

...

FURNITURE.

REPAIR

HARDWARE

Mail Order Soli --.ited.

'

DAVENPORTS OF LATEST MAKE
WE FRAME PICTURES

IN

g

prj

BRUSSELS AND

RUGS AND

m

ty
Rent Money

E-S-

SANTA FE, N. M.
CAPITAL

tVERYTH INQ

Phone No. 83

p--

One Dollar Slalcsct0aurntt

ft

The house that will SAVE; YOU MONEY

Ask Tour Wife

o

BAM

FINE PATTERN HATS

j

e

UNITED STATES

Only Few More Left

PERSONAL MENTION

WHICH CLASS ARE YOU?

PAGE FIV7

THOSE 26.

DlGNEO & NAPOLEON Agts.

1

as

Blue Ribbon!
TJnnlr Daat.

Malt Tonic

V
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PURIFIES

HOTELARRIVALS

flew tyxico Central Railroad; Time Table,
KB' AI) UP

Palace.
F.
J. T.
J.
ALT
;
Albuquerque;
Bowjer,
PASS'K
STATIONS
MILES I PASS-rDAILY"
DAILY
Murray, Denver; E. S. Pinney, Guanajuato, Mexico; L. Helfrich. Trinidad;
7,013
5.25 p, m.
Lv Santa Fe Ar
. :o
p. 111. 1.45
Albu
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Hening,
"
4.22
Ar Kennedy Lv
6,W
22
2,49
"
6,317
8,17
4.W
41
Stanley "
querque.
"
6.204
2.36
4.49
62
Morlarty
Claire.
"
6,136
2.11
Mulntosli
61
5,14
"
6.093
5.39
1.15
168
Kstuncltt
W.
J. H.
C.
Cerrillos;
Warner,
"
6,086
WlllHTlt
.13
12.40
80
i".
"
6.244
IDS
Smith, Albuquerque; O. C. Knight,
11.35
(Jfdurviile
6,430
11.05 a. m,
Torrance1
116
8,00
Boston; Joseph H. Sims, Denver; F.
"
H. Reed, Los Angeles; A. L. Meigs,
"
780
861
10.35
Kansas Ultv "
p. in. 9.30
600
1169
10.00 p. ni.
L. G. Shanklin.
a. in. 7.35
St. Louis;
St. ixiuls "I'
Denver;
'
602
1378
a. m, 11.45
.00
Chicago
M.
Mrs.
Lujan and children. Las Ve'
"
"
a- - in.
3,700
8.00
319
1.15
Kl Paso
963
1130
9.45 a. in.
gas; S. T. McKinney, Albuquerque; J.
I"" Los Angeles "
p. III. 7.00
'(,349
1543
6.00 p.m.
P. Ill, 1.00
Mexico (Jlty "
Gordon, Albuquerque; C. W. Barnes
220
Ar Roswell IjV
67)0 II. 111.
a, in. 1.00
and wife, Fairbury, Neb.; T. S. Burton,
B. L. Benedict, Chamita,
Passenger daily makes direct connection at Torrance witn the Rock Cerrillos;
Island Golden State Limited, the finest train in th eWest," making the Kan.; W. E. Holt, Bellevue, Mich.
Normandie.
quickest time to and from all points East and West. Tickets to all parts
G.
C. E. Watrous,
A.
Eckenson,
of the world. Pullman berths reserved.
Exclusive agents all Bteamship
lines. Information gladly furnished.
Pines; Pedro A. Sanchez, Trampas; A.
J. P. LYNG, City Freight and Passenger Agent.
Laughlin Bldg. M. Martinez, Penasco; L. D. Ellett,
Stanley.
Coronado,
Jose Salazar y Ortiz, Sylviano Roi- bal, Chamita; Frank Valencia. Santia
go Urban. Albino Montano. Felipe
Marez, Pedro Padilla, Belen; Delfido
Martinez, Gallinas; Roman Gallegos,
Francis Ribera, San Jose; W. H.
Thomason, Las Vegas; W. A. Bailey,
Kenebrich, Oklahoma City.
READ DOWN

Ml

St, Louis Rocky

Pacific

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
NO. 1.

UA1LV
00
10 12
10 35
10 50
11 05
11 20
11 45
12 20
12 45
I 80
8 50
64 16
4 45
4 55
95 50
8 15
6 35
7 08
1. 10
7. 23

10

7. 45

ll

a.
a.
a,
a.
a.
a.
a.
p.
p.

p.
p.
p.
p
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

Miles From
De Moines

m.
m.
m,
m.
m.
m
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m,
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
in.
m,.

STATIONS
Lv

0
4
11
16
20
26
81
41

.

Miles From
Raton

,1

Ni M. Arr,

Des Moines,
Rumaldo,
Dedman
Oapulln
Vigil
Thompson

49

Lv,

46

i

29
24
18

"

Cunningham

Ollfton House Junction "
Arr.
Arr
RATON N M
Lv.
Lv.
"
Ollfton House Junction
Lv
"
Preston
Koehler
"
Koehler J not.
Oolfax
"
Oerrososo
Arr
Lv.
N.
OIMARRON
M.
Lv.
A.rr.
Nash
N. M,
Lv
"
Harlan
!"
Ute Park

41

49
58
58

68
77

7
0
7
18
28

20
88
41

No 2
DAILY
5 SO
5 16
4 55
4 85
4 25
8 55
8 80
2 55 p. m
2 80
ni
12 25 p. m
12 06 p. m,
11 40 a. m
11 06 a' m

;.

11 15
15
9 43

tlO

9 26
7 50
7 40
7 25
7 00

a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.

m
m

m,

Chronic Diarrhoea Relieved.
Mr. Edward E. Henry, with the
United States Express Co., Chicago,
writes. "Our General Superintendent,
Mr. Quick, handed me a bottle of
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy some time ago to
check an attack of the old chronic diI have used it since that
arrhoea.
time and cured many on our trains
who have been sick. I am an old soldier who served with Rutherford B.
four
Hayes and William McKinley
years in the 23rd Ohio regiment, and
have no ailment except chronic diarrhoea, which this remedy stops at
once." For sale by all druggists.

ni,
m,
m,
m.
in,

BASEBALL

Connects with E. P. A 3. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawson, N.

HOW THEY STAND.

88

88
89
94

47

50
53
59

M., 6:15 p. m.

t Connects with E. P. A . W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
1:55 a. m.
f Stage for van Houten, N. M meets trains at Preston, N. M,
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
NORTH BOUND
SOUTH BOUND.
No. 1, 6:01 u. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 7, 1:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
TracK connection with A. T. A 8. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
A S. at Dei Moines, E. P A 8 W at Colfax, N." M., and Cimarron A
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M Is depot Ur the following points In New Mexico: Ocate,
Payado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute ParV., N. M., It depot for following potnts In New Mexico: Arroyo
6eco. Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
Cerro,
Elizabethtown,
Lobo,
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
fi.

J,

Superintendent
M.

N

"II

VISIT

El

Paso's

Fall Fair

Nov. 1st to 7th

I

LOW SUMMER RATES
TO THE EAST & NORTH
Now in

NEW

Washington at Detroit.
Philadelphia at Cleveland.
Western League.
Lincoln at Wichita.
Sioux City at Topeka.
Omaha at Denver.
Des Moines at Pueblo.

Chicago
New York
Cincinnati

Philadelphia
St. Louis
Brooklyn
Boston

...

37
28

American League.
Won. Lost. P.
69
66

Philadelphia
Detroit ...

..67
57
53

..51

.

45
32

42
43
46
55
56
58
62
77

Western League.
Denver 3; Omaha, 7. Second game
Denver 2; Omaha 6.
Wichita 1; Lincoln 2.
Topeka 5; Sioux City 2.
Pacific Coast League.
Los Angeles 4; Oakland 2.
Portland 4; San Francisco 1.
Vernon 2; Sacramento 1.
American Association.
St. Paul 0; Louisville 4.
Minneapolis 0; Indianapolis 1.
Milwaukee 5; Columbus 3.
Kansas City 5; Toledo 7. '

C.

.726
.667
.622
.505
.453
.413
.356
.262

29
35
39
52
58
61
67
79

YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
National League.
Brooklyn 1; Boston 5. Second game
Brooklyn 0; Boston 1.
Philadelphia 4; New York 6. Second
game Philadelphia 1; New
York 0.
Pittsburg 8 ; St. Louis 3.
American League.
Detroit. 1; Chicago 0.
Philadelphia 2; Cleveland 1.
Second
Boston 6; New York 7.
game Boston 1; New York 2.

C.

.622
.606
.593
.509
.586
.468
.420
.294

Western League.
Won. Lost. P. C.
Des Moines
...64 41 .610
63
.588
44
Sioux City
59
.551
48
Omaha
55
.524
50
Denver ... ...
52
.510
50
Topeka
.491
53
55
Wichita
43
.402
64
Pueblo ..
35
72
.327
Lincoln
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
National League.
Pittsburg at Philadelphia.
;v
Cincinnati at New York.
Chicago at Boston.
St. Louis at Brooklfn.
American League.

TEACHERS
INSTITUTE NOTES

E. P. & S. H?.

E,

1,

New Meiico Central Rallroafl

"IN

CONNECTION WITH

CHICAGO ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC

LIMITED TSAZXTS
Sale June 1st to Sept.,

On

30th 1909.
y
Good Returning October 31st
;

i'X'X;- -

1909.;- -

To CHICAGO ILL

$50.35
To ST. LOUIS MO.

$44.35
To KANSAS CITY MO

$35.35
Also Special Rates
To LOS ANGELES and SAN
FRANCISCO and other
,

points

J. P. LYNG,

f

City Freight &

vx

x x

ing teachers attending the Institute,
was educated at St. Michael's College.

x x x

Passenger

Agent

x x xx x x x x x x x x x

MONEY LOANED
ON REAL ESTATE

I LONG TIME,

EASY PAYMENTS,

RELIABLE REPRESENTATIVES WANTED

Trust Company

The Jackson Loan &

P. & 8, W.
El Paso Texas,

V

X X

v

i

X

THE

X

XXX

X

X

X

XX X

X X X X

Bankers Reserve

X X

t

X

X

Life I

uompany

SANTA FE
e

No.

M.

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1. K. T. Regular conclave
fourth - Monday in eacll
month at Masonic Hall a

I

A. N. BROWN
G, P.

-

Summer

ing very hard.

Miss Blanche Strausser, who last
year taught school at Cerrillos, is attending the Institute and is an applicant for first grade certificate. She
gave excellent satisfaction last year
at Cerrillos and will probably teach
there again this year.
Manuel N. Montoya, one of the lead-

A.

Regular convocation second Monday of
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. J. CRANDALL, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

(By Daniel C Ortiz.)
Legal blanks both
n:gllsh and
Hon. T. B. Catron and Superintend Spanish for sale by th New Hex
ent of Public Instruction J. E. Clark lean Prlntlnsr com nan v
will address the teachers at the high
Both are good
school this evening.
are exaddresses
and
good
speakers
music
be
will
In
there
addition
pected.
and singing, so that it will be a fine
program. All are Invited to attend.
Hon. Acasio Gallegos, assistant superintendent of public instruction, yesterday visited the Institute and addressed the teachers in an eloquent
manner. Mr. Gallegos is an excellent
speaker and gives most interesting
addresses. He was exceedingly pleased with the large attendance at the
Santa Fe County Institute.
The enrollment has largely increasenrolled
ed and there are sixty-tw- o
now. All are well satisfied and work-

CENTRAL

A.--

R.

--

and Rock Island
1

Santa Fe Chapter

er

Mr. Montoya has taught school only
for two years, but has made a remark7:30 p. m.
able record.
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
Miss Elizabeth Doan is attending
PERCY
F.
for
KNIGHT, Recorder.
an
is
the Institute and
applicant
second grade certificate. Miss Doan
has a most excellent education and
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1.
has a good method of teaching;.
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meeti
on the third Monday of each month
Dlarr oea Cured.
"My father has for years been at 7:30 o'clock in the evening la
troubled with diarrhoea, and tried Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza,
every means possible to effect a cure, Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corwithout avail," writes John H. Zirkle dially Invited to attend.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32nd.
of Philippi, W. Va. "He say Chamber-Iain'- s
Venerable Master.
Colic, Choela and Diarrhoea
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14th,
Remedy advertised in the Philippi Republican and decided to try it. The
Secretary.
result is one bottle cured him and he
has not suffered with the disease for
B. P. O. E.
eighteen months. Before taking this
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. EL,
remedy he was a constant sufferer. holds its regular session on the secHe is now sound and well, and al- ond and fourth
Wednesdays of each
though sixty years old, can do as month. Visiting brothers are invitei
much work as a young man." Sold by and welcome.
DAVID KNAPP.
all druggists.
Exalted Ruler.
J. D. SENA, Secretary.
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made wltn Automobile
It Is an admitted
rea esline at Torrance for Roswell daily, tate, financial men fact that
and
merchants
all
Automobile leaves Torrance for Rosthat quickest and best results ara
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell say
by advertising in the New
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros- obtained
Mexican.
1
arwell for Torrance at
p. m. and
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
TOURIST
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,
TICKETS
manager, Automobile Line.

effect Via

MEXICO

For full particulars,
Address

77
70
64
53
48
43

Pittsburg

Boston ...
W A. GORMAN,
J, van HOUTEN;
Cleveland
V Ores, and Gen ittgr
Gen- - Pass- - Agent Chicago ...
New York ..
RATON. N. JH- RATON, N, JH,
St. Louis, ...
Washington

DEDMAN,

RATON,

National League.
Won. Lost. P.

Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A. F. & A. M. Recommunication
gular
first Monday of eack
month
at Masonle
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIB,
Worthy Master.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

which are discharged into the wound, irritation and inflammation are set
up, the fibres and tissues are broken, and the sore continues until the
and tonic,
blood is purified of the cause. S. S. S. is Nature's
made entirely from roots, herbs and barks. It goes down into the circulation and removes every particle of impurity, humor or poison, restores lost
vitality, and steadily tones up the entire system. S. S. S. neutralizes any
excess of acid in the blood, making it pure, fresh and healthy, and permanently cures Eczema, Acne, Tett.r, Salt Rheum, Boils, and all other skin
eruption or disease. Book on the blood and any medical advice free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, Gi

&

Comoany.

Railway

MASONIC.

Bad blood i3 responsible for most of our ailments, and when from any
cause it becomes Infected with impurities, humors or poisons, trouble in some
form is sure to follow. Muddy, sallow completions, eruptions, pimples, etc.,
show that the blood is infected wi'h unhealthy humors which have changed
it from a pure, fresh stream to a sour, acrid fluid, which forces out its
impurities through the pores and glands of the skin. A very common evidence of bad blood 13 sores and ulcers, which break out on the flesh, often
from a very insignificant bruise, or even scratch or abrasion. If the blood
was healthy the place would heal at once; but being infected with impurities
blood-purifi-

SOCIETY

FRATERNAL

BAD BLOOD

o

I

'
.

TO

!

AND RB.TURN ACCOUNT'

v

'

-

B. H. ROBISON President

jr

SALT LAKE CITY
G. A. R. Encampment

HOME OFFICE OMAHA, NEBRASKA

'

Via

&
(

Scenic Line of the World

1

I

FIJI

(f

I

Every Mile a Picture)

Snmmer Tourist Rates

Offers the best Contract

All Policies secured by

to the

approved securities deposited with the State,

Agent and the

best there is in Life
surance

J'bastwbst

In-

of

Nebraska, making
them as safe as Government Bonds.

to the Policy

Holder.

For Information r awarding rates, tram 'service
etc. call on or write,
P. II. McBRIDE, Aerent, or W. D. SHEA. T. Jr. & P. A.

Fes Rat
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the sloping mass of broken rock that filled up in front of many of the cave
has fallen down.
homes and covered the ruins of the
"Then another story of excavated masonry houses in front of them,
rooms was made in this available cliff;
"Organized scientific work is rapid
and then a third story till at last one ly uncovering this ruin. An astonish
could step from the uppermost rooms lng amount of excavation
has been
and gain the top of the mesa.
;
done at the
and it begins to be
"Up here on the top of this high visible what a wonderful settlement
table-land- ,
looking across a hundred was here. If they were satisfied with
miles of the Rio Grande valley, and the conditions, every inhabitant ot
back to the whole great Jemez range,' Santa Fe could find lodgings in the
they built one of the characteristic' prehistoric dwellings already discov
communal houses which the modern; ered at the Pu-yThat fact is enough
people of New Mexico will some time to make thoughtful people realize that
cerae to realize the value of as a latter-da- y this is work worth doing,
business asset. The great house1
"It may be just as well to remember
on me summit oi me
snows that no other nart of the Unlted states
some eisnt nunarea rooms on tne contains ruins of this sort. Modern in- ground floor a pretty good apartment telligence and modern wealth lead peo- nouse Dy neir. om mis Duumng ple t0 travel for the Rake of CIllture.
reached a height of at least three A tWnB wortn seeking brines visitors
stories in the center, so it had not less from the ends of the earth. This is
H""WI' IMWlU'luHi ..Jiiilil
'mm .... . .i .i..ni.i.i.
than two. thousand rooms in all.jwnere tne cM dwellings 'mean busi- ,
5
..
j , "J
vuen jou come 10 vuidk oi k, ancieui ness' to New Mexico. Scientifically
wew Mexico was a mtie anead or the
region is most 1m
modern Chicago in the number of portant and
CLIFF DWELLINGS.
interesting; it is one of
J
i
rooms m a single Duuaing:
In human
the striking culture-staee- s
"At the time of the Spanish occupa- - development. But merely as an at
is well known in the territory both as vandalism that could ever be done to
an educator and as scientist. Me is the Palace has been done long ago
even better known in Berlin, Geneva, now New Mexico will have the historic
V
London, Boston, Washington, as one truth restored.
of the foremost archaeologists; and
"Other plans for museum extension,
as one of the few scientists who are for making the romantic history of this
business men. His gift In judging territory a part of public education,
men, his talent for organization, his for making the natural advantages of
indefatigable energy the very things New Mexico an asset to its present
which led the Archaeological Institute material progress, and other matters
of America to make him its directo- r- in the same line, were considered by
there are the good fortune of the Mus- the Regents.
eum of New Mexico. The amount and
"Santa Fe needs, New Mexico needs,
the quality of the work done at the a real
of present redevelopment
Pu-ythis season will stand compari sources. The ancient
capital would atson with anything done in archaeology tract
"Jf
thousands of intelligent travelIn Egypt or Italy or Greece. The new
AMONG THE CLIFF DWELLINGS.
ers if it would give them a chance to
r
'
day has come for science when we see the things within reach. They
have learned to mix business with It. need
good hotels and good roads
CHARLES L. LUMMIS TELLS
self has 5750 running feet of cliff, bur"The meeting of the Regents in this and the Museum of New Mexico will
OF CLIFF DWELLINGS. rowed everywhere with human habiromantic monument of the ancient be one of the best allies and helpers
times in New Mexico was most inter- to get these things. It needs amusetations, sometimes three tiers, high.
(Continued From Page Three.)
From, north to south of this tufa deesting. The beauty of the location, the ment and sightseeing for its visitors
scientific interest,
the educational
posit there are at least one hundred
the Museum of New Mexico will do
about fifteen hundred feet thickness miles of similar cliffs, similarly filled
value and the material attraction that a great deal to furnish these. It is
'of this blanket; and the top at the with 'cave homes.'
this will be for travelers, surprised a scientific organization; but there is
even those members who were most no wholesale or retail business in New
, Rito is nowhere near so high as ceris the noblest example
"The Pu-y- e
Hi firiftfil i i
inrrOl
tain remaining mesas show the origi- in New Mexico of this use of a tufa
Mexico conducted on more modern
prepared for the experience.
IN CANON DE LOS FRIJOLES.
VILLAGE
nal blanket to have been.
"A considerable force of Indians is business lines nor by more competent
mesa; though many others rank very
"This great igneous deposit of rock, near it. It has been accepted by
still excavating the burial places and buisness men. 'Archaeology' is a big
strong enough to resist weather for scientists for a generation as the leadthe
habitations, under expert direct- word which might scare people if they
tion or in other words the taking traction to the traveler, it is one of
centuries but friendly enough so that er in its class. The Shu-fl-nthe finds are being preserved, met it in the dark. But just watch
ion;
just over of this
splendid territory to mod the rich possessions of New Mexico. catalogued and
you can carve a living-rooout of it across the Santa Clara canon (and the
arranged according to what it does for New Mexico!
ern civilization the Pu-y- e was already Tourists are getting spoiled. They
with an iron kitchen-spooor with a only remnant, north of this water j
bit of obsidian (thrown up by the course, of this remarkable deposit) is j a forgotten ruin. It is probable that want something to amuse them somesame volcano) furnished a home to much smaller. The mesas to the during or after the rebellion of 1680 thing new. New Mexico has 'someof thing new' by having the most interthe people who were living in New south are for reasons needless to be there was a slight
this site by some of the refugees from esting of what is old.
the Rio Grande valley; but as a matter
"For nearly a quarter of a century,
y '
of fact the general ruin antedates the scientists from all over the world have
time when the first ancestor of any of been probing these historic mysteries
us that talked English graduated of New Mexico. The United States
from a 'tailoi-mad- e
suit' of raw skins government has spent an enormous
to something better.
amount of money in these researches.
(A f
"In all these centuries the high It is the cold, fact that no scientific
Mexico
New
on
walls have tumbled down. Their big exploration
territory
1 ,
blocks of tufa have fallen into rooms has been conducted so successfully as
k.
1
below. The rains of that high plateau the one now being operated by the
If
have melted the adobe mortar into a Museum of New" Mexico. I am glad
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Mexico at least a thousand years ago.
It is customary to look upon Indians
as stupid. Perhaps 'smarter' people,
turned out of their homes, and thrown
out into the wilderness without tools,
stores, transportation, friends, mails
or any help, would do better but I
doubt it. The smartest European ever

recorded under these circumstances
was Robinson Cruso and he was not
half so smart as the 'stupid savages.'
Wandering off from the buffalo plains,
they found themselves in this labyrinth
of tufaceous cliffs. No doubt they
slept cold on the ground for a long
time before they discovered that the
cliff could be scratched, and that the
black lumps of volcanic glass in It
could be split Into knives which were
more convenient than finger nails.
"Anyhow, all over this tufa region
it- they learned the lesson The
Pu-y- e

!'

1

is
detailed less striking. The
one of the foremost assets of New
Mexico in archaeology and will prove
to be so even iu business. Along
the whole length of this more than a
mile of cliff, the original Niw Mexicans built their homes. They dug out
and
little chambers in the
to
average
cozy enough
satisfy any
honeymoon campers. By degrees they
built up, outside these excavated
homes, long houses of masonry of
bricks - being
many rooms their
same
tufa carefully
chunks of the
cracked from the rocks that had fallen
from the cliff, and shaped with stone
hammers to a certain regularity, and
laid up in adobe motar. These outside masonry houses were two or
three stories high. Many of them are
buried in the present talus of the cliff

Mr
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to make this statement on my personal
responsibility. The importance of the
Pu-ywas made known to the scien ANCIENT CITY, RIO DE LOS FRIJOLES, EXCAVATION OF PU-Ytific world more than twenty years ago
by Bandelier, then a resident of Santa
Fe. - The director of the new School the latest scientific methods for the
"It is notorious that more English-me- n
of American Archaeology and of the benefit of the Museum; expert photo
saw the Grand Canon than AmeriMuseum of New Mexico, Dr. Hewett, graphy is doing its share. One of the cans did until within a few years. It
most notable features of the work is is a question whether more people
the preparation of sketches for mural from other states have not seen the
decorations of the museum rooms in Pu-y- e than New Mexicans have. It is
iifiiiit'iif-- the Old Palace. These are in com- not a hard trip and any New MexiiiwrtH'irWi.iiii-fiM'iipetent hands; and the result will sur- can who is worthy to live in such a
wonderland as this ought to visit the
prise Santa Fe.
Pu-yIf upon seeing it they do not
"The Regents also proceeded with
'
realize what it means as an asset of
,.
,
V ,
and
the
for
plans
restoring
repairing
Old Governors' Palace; to make it not the territory why, all right. But I
will be willing to bank that they will
only fire proof, sanitary and available,
but to give it also its historic aspect. wonder why they did not realize it beThe present 'dinky' portal was erected fore."
Mr. Lummls went on to Denver night
by Territorial Secretary Ritch in 1876;
and was, though well meant, a terrible before last; and after a day of two
there will return to California.
anachronism. This silly 'ginger-breaas
will be replaced by a portal such
What Is Best for Indigestion,
it used to be. There is probably not
Mr. A. Robinson of Drumquin, Onin the United States another building
more worthy of respect; there is cer- tario, has been troubled for years with
tainly not another building in the indigestion, and recommends ChamUnited States of any historic value berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
which has been so insulted as by these as "the best medicine I ever used." If
petty, Frenchified, unsubstantial inar- troubled with indigestion or constitistic, 4x6 joist columns. There are pation give them a trial. They are
hundreds of New Mexicans still living certain to prove beneficial. They are
whose eyes will moisten with joy when easy to take and pleasant in effect.
they see the Old Palace as they used Price, 25 cents. Sample free at all
""
a,w.
to know it in their" youth. The build- druggists.
yv.;B,';.yiJU''Wj
and
ing will also be made
1 c v;nr--trimiiinMiiiaiir-1i- '"
m ''f-t
If you want anytning on earth try
water-proo- f
and sanitary. No one need
New Mexican want "ad."
a
All
case.
EXCAVATIONS IN THE FUYE. '
the
this
vandalism
fear
in

so that all that was left visible
was a little ridge of rocks, maybe
three hundred feet long on each of
four sides, and fifty feet wide, and not
much more noticable than the remains
of the earthworks on Fort Marcy. The
same thing happened below the cliff.
The washing of the soil from the top
filling
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and it is a great wonder
that the park policeman did not interfere.
Business Pursuant to
It Means
the call published in the New Mexican, the Temperance Club held an
important meeting last evening. The
the band

NO 92

NO. 92.

MINOR CITY TOPICS

1

PHONE

PHONE

A

Aug. 20.- for New
Mexico: Local showers tonight
and Saturday with stationary
Denver,

Weather

S
Si

Colo.,

forecast

temperature.

Read Salmon's new ad on page two.
Death of Grandma Hockett Mrs.
Salina Hockett died last evening at
San Marcial. She was an old resident
of the" city.
Will Move Tomorrow Tomorrow,
Mrs. Virginia White will move into
her new and beautiful home at 214
Galisteo street, opposite the Capitol.
Noon Arrivals at the Hotels Palace A. C. Ringland, Stanton G. Smith,
John Kerr, Albuquerque. Claire W.
A. Tipton, Fort Sumner, B. F. Pankey,
Lamy.
Big Drunk Followed By Stabbing
George Thomas, aged 23 years, was
stabbed in the neck and shoulder during a drunken fight in an Alamogordo
saloon.
Claude
Wanted for Embezzlement
Tussing, alias Matthews, was arrested at Albuquerque yesterday being
wanted in Fresno, California, on the
charge of embezzlement.
Line Out The Postal
Telegraph
Telegraph line between Santa Fe and
Cerrillos was put out of commission
last night by a flood that came down
the Arroyo Hondo and washed out
several poles.
Killed
Run Over By Train and
Louis Barela, aged 35 years, was run
over by a train and killed at AlbuBarela was
yesterday.
querque
when
on
the train
the
track
asleep
struck. Probably merely another case
of the little blue bottle.
Fell Eighty Feet T. M. Luna, a
member of the Santa Fe railway
bridge gang, fell from a bridge near
Cerrillos, a distance of eighty feet
and fractured his skull. He was taken to a hospital at Albuquerque,
Slight hopes are held out for his
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WE ARE STILL SELLING
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CAN YOU BUY IT ANY WHERE ELSE

BY THE SACK AT

BETTER

A

Your money back if you can
buy better at any price than

Belle

Spring

Butter

Creamery

"

PRICE

30

Died of Tuberculosis L. A. Glea
son who had been in Santa Fe for
some time, for his health, has succumbed to tuberculosis. The deceased is about thirty years old. The re
mains will be interred in this city
upon the arrival of the father who is
on his way from Detroit.
Complain About Racing Complaint
is being made by residents of Don
Gaspar avenue that horseback riders
are using that thoroughfare for the
purpose of racing. Their horses are
urged to top notch speed and to the
great discomfort of those living near
by, clouds of dust are raised.
May Be Daylight Visit After
are being made to bring
President Taft into Albuquerque at
noon on October 15. instead of in the
evening. The Santa Fe is willing to
run the Presidential car from the
Grand Canon to Albuquerque as a
special, thus gaining six hours on the
schedule,
We are just in receipt of a full line
of ladies' fall tailor made suits. Ready
for inspection at the Big Store.
Nathan Salmon.
Getting Cloudier Every Day It was
cloudy today and the weather bureau
predicts more cloudiness and more
rain. The precipitation yesterday, it
of an
is true was only
inch but it seemed a whole lot and
in the hills it did amount to much
more. The maximum temperature
yesterday was down to 73 degrees and
the minimum was 65 degrees. The
relative humidity at 6 p. m. last evening was 71 per cent.
Cut the Weeds on Montezuma Avenue Montezuma avenue is the main
thoroughfare into town and to the Capital from the depots. It is almost hidden beneath a luxuriance of
weeds, some of which are almost
as high as the beautiful trees that line
The city authorities
this avenue.
should cut the weeds forthwith and do
for Montezuma excellent work of the
character they have just completed
Palace avenue.
DAILY WEATHER REPORT.
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COFFEE

II

PREMIER, BARRINGTON HALL VIGOSA
AND SIESTA 40c a lb. 2 lb. for 75c.
TV-- . There is do Coffee to equal the above for
y the price TRY IT if it does not suit you,
If return it to us and we 'will, cheerfully refund your money

Just

your ealing witb us
if
anything is not just
satisfactoryright let us know and we make it right.
ou wil1 finci
-

Ivlgnt
Phone No

X F. Andrews,

Phone No. 4.

COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

$4.50 per ton

Screened Raton Lump
'

5.25

Monero

41

Anthracite Coal
Smithing Coal

6.00"

Cerrillos
all siaes

i

Sawed Wood and Kindling
All Kinds of Steam Coal.

L

CAPITAL COAL YARD
Near A., T. & S. F. Depot.

Phone 85.. Office Garfield Avenue.

Si
Si
Si
Si
Si

J

DUDROW & IM)NTENE
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND

EMBALMERS

Ma'ximum

Black and White Hearse.

temperature

73

degrees

Minimum temperature
56 degrees at 6 a. m. Mean temperafrom
ture 64 degrees. Departure
Relative
normal minus 3 degrees.
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING
humidity at 6 a. m. 94 per cent. Relative
humidity at 6 p. m. 71 per cent.
106 Palace Avenue. Elks' Hall
Telephone 142. Night 151 House
Relative humidity, average for the
day, 82 per cent. Lowest temperature
"
SS
m
, K
during last night 57 degrees. Precipitation for the 24 hours ending at 6
A
M A A A
in
, a. m. today 0.05 of an inch. Temperature at 6 a. m. today 58 degrees.
Reference Books at Library At
V,
the last meeting of the Daughter's of
BLANKETS
the American Revolution it was de- cided by the members to place Savto
age's genealogical dictionary and the
New England Genealogical and Historical Record, property of
the
"Daughters" on the shelves at the liW
brary of the Woman's Board of Trade.
SOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS
M
The books will be left at the library
H
M only until the D. A. R. quarters are
1
ready in the Capitol extension building. They can be used only as ref"U
erence books and will not be permitAll Ladies who visit the store will receive a free souvenirs
ted to leave the library.
M
We will shortly have in a full line of
New Use for Plaza Last night the
a people of Santa
J Mexican Straw Hatsf at" 50cts. each
Fe who came to the
Plaza to enjoy the band concert were
treated to a most unusual and in a
,
M
great measure, thoroughly disgusting
Proprietor.
M
sight. A young couple were seated
on a bench not far removed from the
IS ocSOl-303Sa- n
Santa Fe;N,M,
Francisco
band stand and in full view of passer(J
To the astonishment of evs-by.
eryone around, the couple began displaying a love fifckness that was truly
. The,vhugging
match gradufoi uything d everything ippertiinizuj to Prinbif ox Bindinf pitiable.
ally attracted more attention than

at 2:10

in

AGHO

CHIMAY0

I

1

'

Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices
FOR FIVE CENTS

.

.

"

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S. CANDELARIO

Street,

till

oa the New Mexican Printing Company.

i

p. m.

finance committee was
reorganized
by the addition of Messrs. A. L. Morrison, Meliton Castillo, R. L. Baca and
J. B. Sloan and was directed to proceed and close up the unsettled business. The matter of permanent organization was thoroughly discussed
and agreed upon and Messrs. A. L.
Morrison, E, C. Anderson, R, L, Baca,
Juan Delgado and B. M. Read being
named as a committee on constitution
The club will hold anand

other meeting

in

f

M.

the near future.

Tried to Kill Himself Robert H.
Ruddell, arrested at Roswell.and takof
en to Alamogordo on the charge
oefore
kill
to
tried
himself
forgery,
he was arrested by jumping into the
North Spring river at Roswell. But
he changed his mind after he was in
the water.
'
Cantaloupe Day at Las Cruces
Yesterday was cantaloupe day at
Las Cruces and something like 1,500
people were in the city from El Paso
and the surrounding country enjoying
"
a feast of free cantaloupes.
Luna
Sold
Bonds
Luna County
county has disposed of $25,000 worth
of courthouse building funds for
acre park has
A seven
$25,885.
been selected for the structure and
about $45,000 is to be expended on it.

PUBLIC APPEARS
VERY PLEASED
Well Satisfied With the Work Done
in Furnishing the Governor's
Mansion.
Since the appearance in the columns of the New Mexican of the ar
ticle, descriptive of the furnishing of
the new executive mansion, considerable public comment has become evi
dent, all of which is most favorable
and highly complimentary to those to
whom the work of furnishing was en
trusted as well as to the firms who
furnished the material. Seligman
Brothers' Company, which firm was
awarded the contract of taking charge
of the furniture comes in for a very
high degree of praise, the execution of
their task having been carried out in
and creditable
a thorough business-lik- e
manner. Mr. Arthur Seligman, a mem
ber of the firm represented the company and did all the buying.
Celso Lopez, an employe of Selig
man Brothers' Company, who did all
the hanging of the draperies and W.
who
V. McCleary of the
as
window
the
shades,
hung
well as the Santa Fe Water and Light
'
Company, which company did all of
the wiring and installing of fixtures,
have each been highly complimented
upon the splendid service rendered.

NOTES FROM THE
NATIONAL CAPITAL
Washington, D. C, Aug. 20. There
is a grand chance for any genius to
make a fortune by inventing a substitute for the rubber band. The post-office department uses twice as many
rubber bands as any other institution
in the world. Each year this depart

'

WORKING FOR A GAME PRESERVE

tached to the train for the accommodation of all local people who care
(Continued from Page One.)
to attend. It is believed that if sufficient people can be induced to go
is addressed to ask the witnesses such from Santa
Fe, that a lower round
further questions as may appear to trip rate can be secured than that
either of them desirable for the pur which the Las Vegas people have
pose of giving full effect to the wishes
of the foreign court.
I have the honor to be, with the
highest consideration, sir,
Your most obedient, humble servant,
MONEY AND METALS.
JAMES BRYCE.
New York, Aug. 20. Copper, firm,
The Honorable P. C. KNOX,
standard spot, $12.7513.00; lead,
Secretary of State.
steady, $4.354.45; silver, 51.
Forestry Meeting.
WOOL MARKETS.
This afternoon at the Federal hnlld.
St. Louis,
Mo., Aug. 20. Wool,
ing, District Forester A. C. Rinirlanfl.
who arrived this noon from Albuquer- steady; Territory and Western medique, and other forest officials met ums, 23 28; fire mediums, 2224;
with the committee annotated
hv fine, 13 19.
LIVE STOCK."
Governor Curry, consisting of Levi
A. Hughes, Jose Ortiz y Pino and Ra
Kansas City, Aug. 20. Cattle Remon Gaiiegos, and a local committee ceipts 4,000, including 2,000 southconsisting of Mayor Jose D. Sena and erns. Market weak. Packers and
Probate Clerk George W. Armijo to feeders lower. Native steers $4.25
discuss the elimination from the Pe- - 7.50; southern steers $3.254.63;
cos forest of
southern cows $2.503.85;
native
lands.
cows and heifers $2.25C.50;
stock-er- s.
Antelope tor Oklahoma.
and feeders $3.005.00;
bulls
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P.
$2.753.75; calves $3.507.25; westGable, has given permission to the ern steers
$3,806.60; western cowa
District Forester, A. C. Ringland. to
take six antelope from New Mexico $2.754.40.
Hogs
Receipts 5,000.. Market 10
to the National Game Preserve in
lower.
Bulk
of sales $7.657.85;
Oklahoma, for propagating purposes.
Warden Gable is also working with heavy $7.757.85; packers and butchers $7.707.90; light $7.507.85; pigs
Delegate Andrews to secure the setting aside of part of one of the for- $6.257.25.
Market
2,000.
Sheep
Receipts
ests in New Mexico as a National
Muttons $4.256.10; lambs
Game and Fish Preserve, that will be steady.
fenced in and on which game will be $6.057.55; range wethers $4.00
ewes $3.504.75.
propagated. He is also working hard 5.25; range
for the establishment of a fish hatchChicago, 111., Aug. 20. Cattle Reand
Delegate Andrews has not ceipts, 2,000; market steady. Beeves,
ery
only promised his aid but is certain $4.407.60; Texas steers, $4.005.40;
that within another year such a Western steers, $4.006.35; stockers
hatchery will be established but that and feeders. $3.155.25; cows and
the site would be selected by the U. heifers, $2.256.40; calves. $6.00
S. Fish Commissioner.
8.75.
District Court.
Hogs
Receipts, 16,000; market 10
cents
lower.
Light,
$7.608.10;
An appeal from the board of coun
mixed,
heavy,
$7.408.15;
$7.108.15;
commissioners
to
court
the district
ty
was filed today by the taxpayers in- rough, $7.107.35; good choice heavy,
terested in the bridge over the Rio $7.357.55; pigs, $6.007.90; bulk of
Grande built arid maintained by the sales, $7.558.00.
Ramon Land and Lumber Company
Receipts, 10,000; market
Sheep
and which the board of county com weak. Natives, $2.754.80; Western,
missioners has designated as a toll $2.904.80;
yearlings, $4.005.50;
bridge with the following rates for lambs, native, $4.257.50; Western,
toll: Foot passengers 5 cents; man $4.507.55.
on horsebaelrlO cents; sheep and
goats 2 cent; automobiles $1; wagCHECK FOUND Edward
Tafoya
on or buggy 15 cents; cattle, horses
has found a check. The owner can

MARKETREPORT

non-fore-

st

1--

and burros

11--

2

cents.

have same by calling at "Our Place"
cafe, identifying himself and paying
for this advertisement.

DEATH OF

J.CLAUDIO MARTINEZ
F. O.' BROWN, Agent

Well Known Former Resident Who
Was an Expert Interpreter and

for

Translator.

On the 26th day of July, 1909, word
was received by Mrs. Silveria Martinez de Sais, on Canon road, of the demise of J. Claudio Martinez in Chi
cago. The deceased was well known
in Santa Fe, he having been born in
this city about 44 years ago; being a
son of Mrs. Joseftta Martinez, and
nephew of David Martinez. He was re
lated to the Martinez family of this
county, which relationship is very
numerous. He was a first class interpreter, translator and an efficient office man. On account of his knowledge
of several languages he had occasion
to travel in various parts of the world.
Made friends wherever he went, and
was well liked by all who knew him,
Mr. Martinez was married to a lady
from Yankton, S. D., but formerly of
Santa Fe and later of Clayton, who is
left with a child to mourn his loss.

HUBBS LAUNDRY CO
Albuquerque N. M:
Headquarters at

OK

ment purchases not less than 17,350
pounds of rubber bands for use in its
thousands of offices throughout the
country. The bands as used in this de
partment average 2700 to the pound
and on this basis not less than 4C8,
450,000 are used each year by the post- office department. These bands wear
out or become destroyed in various GETTING READY TO
ways and the man who produces any
VISIT ALBUQUERQUE
thing that will be an improvement
over the rubber band, in the use it
An Excursion is Planned to Take
is put to, will receive much encour
Place When President Taft
agement from the postofflce departComes to Duke
City.

ment.

Railway Mail Clerk Sold Whisky.
Washington, Aug. 20. Postofflce
Inspector Calvert in a telegram
advised the department of the arrest
of Ernest L. Plunkett. a mail clerk.
at Charlotte, North Carolina, last
night on a charge of selling liquor
without a United States license. His
immediate suspension is recommended for the alleged carrying and dispensing liquor on trains. Plunkett
had been in the railway mail service
for seventeen years. He lives at
Richmond, Virginia, and has been in
the service of the Richmond and
Charlotte railway postofflce. He is
forty-fou- r
years of age.
PAINTING LETTER
Aug. 20. In a few
days bids will be asked for by the
postofHce department for the annual
painting of mail boxes throughout the
country. Although the paint used in
this work has been improved greatly
during the past few years, it has not
as yet reached the state of permanency looked for by the department.
The necessity of painting these boxes each year to preserve them from
the weather costs the government
many thousands of dollars.
BOXES-Washingto-

CADETS GIVEN

ROUSING

Arrangements are now being made
at Las Vegas to run a grand excursion from that city to Albuquerque
at the time when President Taft ia
scheduled to visit the metropolis. A
special fare is to be made not to exceed two dollars for the round trip.
It is understood that an effort will be
made in Santa Fe to arouse interest
and have a number of extra cars at

Hazers Are Lionized By Their School
Mates at West Point Academy
Before Leaving.
West Point, Aug. 20. The cadets
dismissed at the Military Academy
yesterday for hazing Rolando Sutton
were given a rousing send off when
they left last night. The comrades
insisted on their going to the mess
hall for a last dinner and many accompanied them to the train,

BARBER
SHOP

New Mexico Salt Co.
(Lessees oftheGreatSALTLAKE)

Near!

a Supply

Constantly on Hand

ol

CLEAN, DRY STOCK SALT

For Prices andTetms Address
NEW MEXIOO SALT COMPANY
,
Estfincia N, M.

JULIUS MEYERS. President.
FRED FORNOFF,
EARL 800TT, Secretary.
t.

fiAlRSH P
Will Make Daily Flight at the
29th Annual Hew Mexico Fair

A Real Airship

"-

and

Resources Exposition
ALBUQUERQUE

SEND-OF- F

FRIDAY AUGUST 20, 1909.

OCTOBER

11-1-

6
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PRESIDENT TAFT IS GOING TO BE THERE
THE GREAT SOUTHWESTERN MARATHON RACE
HIGH CLASS HARNESS AN D RUNNING RACES
BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
ALL KINDS OF NEW AND INSTRUCTIVE AMUSE.
MENTS
SPECIAL EXCURSION RATES ON ALLJj RAILROAD
W. 6. TIGHT,

President

JOHN B. HcHANUS,

Secretary.

